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TAPE 16 .... SII.H. 1 

JIIlorning Session 

We wish to E:HICouragE:1 comments frolll the floor, obser'vations 

alternative views and other positions, but we also want to give 

the maximum number of people the opportunity to express their 

vit::1ws. So would you please try to be considt::1I"ate and Y'emernber 

to attempt to keep your corrments from the floor to 

approximately three minutes. Every minute or two minutes you 

go over' that could pN'haps deprive SOllleone E:d.se and OnE:1 of your' 

co.Lleagues from the oppor'tunity to expr'es s hi s views. 

We had some terrible time constraints yesterday and we were 

unablEl to accommodate ElvElr'yone IS lAd. shes to speak to cer'lain 

issues, so if you keep that in mind, it would be most 

appr'eciatt::1d. Two pract.ical things that 1 IJJould like to r'~~qu~~st 

is that: when anyone does speak, if you could be sure to 

introduce yourself when you do speak so that we have a record 

of who havE:1 Illade conlllients and st::1condly, if you do havE:1 a 

speaking t:acks or' notes that you have used in speaking h'olll thEl 

floor it would be most helpful if you could leave a copy of 

those with us. If you see Ms. Julie Vanderschot after the 

session, she will quickly get it copied for you so you can keep 

thE! original if you would like. Now, Mrs. Br'undtland commence 

the session. 

006'lP/bb/28.11.81 
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My's. Brundtland .. __ .... _._._-

Good morning, we are looking forward to this morning's Public 

Hearings and the first one to have the floor is Ralph forrie, 

Fate of the Earth, on Pollution, Poverty and Power. 

PY'im€:1 IVlirJister Brundt1and and menrbE:H's of the Commission, I am 

here thi s lfIoY'ning on bE!hal f of a gy'OUP of Canadian 

non-governmenta1 organizations which have come together this 

past f~1W months to oY'ganize a cOnferE!lICE! which will be held 

here in Ottawa entit1ed "lhe l"hird Bi-Annua1 Conference on the 

Fate of the Earth". 

Leaders from Canadian organizations concerned with socia1 

justice and international development with environment and 

peace have come together to plan this innovative conference 

because they believe that poverty. pollution and militarism 

have COlTlIllOn Y'oots in cHI unjust and outlllodE:1d d€:1veloplTlent 

paY'adiglll that bE!nefi t s a "few a t the eXpE!nS e of both the POOy' of 

today and the future well-being of us all. 

When we, as a group of Canadian non-governmental organizations 

agree to host the third Hi-Annual conference on the fate of the 

Earth, we decided to launch a much larger process. A process 

that would encourage environment development and peace groups 

from every part of Canada to meet together on a regional basis 

to explore their common concern and seek ways of working 

together in the future. And such meetings have now been held 

in Victoria, White Horse, Abbington, Winnepeg, loronto, 

Montreal, Frederickton, Halifax and Saint Johns. And the work 

of this COlllmission has beNI th€:1 subj€:1ct of discussions at all 

these meetings. Your' E!xc~11Ient discussion, document mandate for 

changE! has be€:1I'l distY'ibuted at th€:1s€:1 IlIE!etings and has bHE:Hl V€:1Y'y 

helpful to us in focusing our own discussions. 
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over' four' hundred h1adE!r'S from Canadian voluntary organizations 

have now participated in these meetings. 1 have the privilege 

of attending all of them and I am Y'eally heY'e today to present 

something of an interim report on the consensus that is 

emerging on this connection in Canada. Everywhere. one finds 

an awareness. an easy awareness that we have arrived there in 

an historical moment. A moment of profound change yet 

everywhere one also finds a sense of frustration. a sense that 

our institutions are not meeting the challenges of today. We 

approach them in a world in which global interdependence is 

clearly the central reality but where absolute poverty and 

environmental degradation cloud our vision of a common future. 

And where geo-political climate dominated by nuclear terrorism. 

an increasing militarisation saps the idealism of the young and 

the world to dream in us all. 

For all that. the Fate of the Earth process in Canada is an 

inspiring one and if our present institutions seem unable to 

rise to the problem and challenges we are facing. it is well to 

remelnber the historical role of ordinary people who pointed the 

way. lhE:1 environmental agE:1nda. for examplE:1. has cOllie a long 

way from its root in thE! conservation TII0VElTflEH1l:. The conCC:1rns 

of I1lodE:1Y'n day E:1rlvironrnentalist E:1xtE:1rld far' bE:1yond their' own 

backyards. They are becoming true internationalists and their 

concern is that they recognize that environment is indeed an 

international problem. Envir'omnc:m t H1U s t al s 0 be an approac h to 

devE:d.opment. EnvironlMHlt has a social jUSU.CE:1 issue and 

environment even as a peace and security issue. 

~irllilarly. in thE:1 intE:H'naU.onal dE:1velopment cOITlIllurdty. we have 

seen an expansion and a broadening of their agenda. fheir 

practical experience at a local level and developing countries 

combined with an extensive development education network 

throughout Canada have confirmed to them that we do indeed live 

in a global village. that the absolute poverty in the 'fhird 

World as a result of the same global economic system that 

ensures a good life from most Canadians. while forcing others 

out of their farms. out of work. or into bankruptcy. 
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It is to convince them that environment degradation and 

economic hardship are both caused and in fact in a vicious 

circle, the too often hits the poorest hardest and the 

dr:1vr:110pm~:Hlt itsr:d.f is inrpr:H'iled by thE:1 gr'owing militari.sation. 

They cannot deliver the security they promises. Peace and 

international security issues are also high in the agenda of 

Canadian voluntary organizations. And if these issues seem 

somewhat removed from environment and development, it is only a 

measure of how far we have strayed from the post-war 

realisation that global security could only be achieved 

collectively by working for an equitable world order that 

guarantee the rights and well-being of all its people. 

In Canada, we are caught literally in the middle of a nuclear 

arms contest between the superpowers and which there can be no 

winner. We find ourselves in alliances which were meant to be 

strictly for collective defense but which are being 

increasingly pressur'C::1d to sey've us to ... , aggr'C::1ssively 

destablizing bankrupt balance of terror with ultimate sanction 

of nuclear violence. Superpowers lead a growing international 

culture of violence in militarisation. It is absolutely 

incompatible with and diametrically opposed to global security 

development, environment and integrity. 

PE!y'haps, no other field of human endC::1avour eVE!r havC::1 a 

government, an institution failed us so completely. From 

... Oaks in 1945 to the present day, ordinary people have said 

no to militarism and nationalism and yes to disarmament 

dE!Velopment in collectivE! security. It .is not suy'pr'ising 

therefore that peace movement in Canada and around the world is 

j oini I"Ig wi th E!nV ironmE!nt and dev e lopmen l organizations and 

working towards a common vision of the future. 1he vision for 

sustainable dC::1Velopment. 

1he connections that are being made between these various 

is s UE!$ ar'e e laboratC::1d oni n ali l tIe bit Inor'C::1 detail in a 

written version of my paper this morning. I would like to use 

what time 1 have left to cOlmnent especially on the road non-
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governmental organizations in developing alternative and 

positive visions for the future. We don1t know everything 

there is to know about the connections between these issues but 

what we do know is sufficient to convince us that the 

PEH'S is tent pr'oblem of E!lw.ironmental deter'ioY'ation, absolute 

poverty and escalating military violence will be sought 

together or not at all. 

fr'orrr E!Ver'y direction, EHlvironmental dE~vE~lopmEHlt, pE~ace, social 

justice, women1s group and indigenous people1s organizations we 

seE~ a convEH'gEH1CE~ on a nE~W par'adigm for dE~vE~lopmEHlt. It is a 

paradigm for sustainable development. One that is more for the 

metaphor of the ecosyst:E~llI than thE1 machine, more to thE~ sciE1ncEl 

of ecology than mechanics. I:-~nvil"onmental stability and social 

justice are inter-grouped to this model of development. 

And while not so naive as to presume an empty ward does find 

terribly ludicrous about weapons technologies that permanently 

damaged the ability of the ecosphere to sustain life. fhe 

bi:H'rj.E!rs to c"lchieving sustainable dE1UE~loplmmt are great as 

might be eXpl::1C ted in t.hl::1 maj or historical tr'ansforrnation but 

they are far from insurmountable. 

Neither is there a shortage of practical suggestions and how to 

proceed and the Commission will doubtless have heard from or 

consulted with experts with respect to issues such as the 

conversion of military spending to peaceful application; the 

establishuH:!I'lt of globa.l. rE!SOUr'CE!S as the common heritagE! of 

mankind; the overpowering of international aid and trade regime 

whic his so impor'tant to envir'omnental sus tainabi 1i ty; the 

alleviation of the debt-burden on developing countries; the 

international control of transnational corporations; the 

adoption by nation state of international standards for 

environmental protection and rehabilitation. 

Non-governmental organizations have traditionally and 

historically played their role of policy leadership of 

education and consciousness raising and the practical 
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innovation and bringing about sustainable development. In the 

written comments that I have filed with you this morning, I 

referred repE!atedly to the IIlany way s tha t non-·governIllE!lltal 

organizations have contributed in this way. 

It :i.s after all the envil"'onment:al IIIOVC:1IflE!nt that led to and 

con·U.nuous to 1E:~gitilfltse thE:~ E:~xistence of official gOVE:1rnment 

agencies and departments charged with responsib:i.lity for 

environmental protection. It is the popular peace movement 

that cont:i.nuous to force reluctant political leadership to the 

bargaining table and even in the main spirit of 1980s. It is 

the persistence of the development NGO's with their broad days 

of supporting Canada that has presented even larger cutbacks in 

developmnent assistance. 

In the field of international development and peace and 

security issues, Canadian NGOS have an established leadership 

r'o1E:~ in policy dE:1vE:1lopIHE~nt that combines exper't analysis with 

broad day's membership that ensure direct connection to the 

people. And even in the pledge environmental organizations 

with their meager level of government support, there is an 

established leadership role in policies related to energy and 

resource use and recycling. And it was surely be the case that 

non-governmental organizations with their inherent adaptability 

:i.n responsiveness to peoples' needs and concerns w:i.ll lead the 

way once again in policies for sustainable development. 

All the practical suggestions for achieving this however will 

amount to nothing unless the political will to overcome the 

obstacles can be raised through public education and awareness 

raising processes in which NGO plays such a critical role. 

Many mor'e people must be reached and thE! links betwE!E!n 

tradi tional iss UE:1S IlfU S t: bE:~ el1lphas i s E:1d . Canadian E:~nv ironmE:H')t 

development and peace organizations are working together to 

raise these issues in their education and public awareness 

pr'ogr'cuns. 
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And, in fact one of the direct outcome of this series of 

mH€:~ting which was so largc:dy stirlluJah~d by thC:1 Commission I s 

visit to Canada is the emergence of several new projects, where 

environment and development organizations will be cooperating 

in lhEdr education pr'ograllls. The inherent flexibility, 

adaptability and responsiveness of NGOs give them an advantage 

over established agencies and institution in developing 

innovative program at the grass roots level. 

The role of NGOs in the transition to sustainable development 

will challenge this organizations to their limits. Development 

NGOs will need to work with environment, non-governmental 

organizations have much greater access to technical experts and 

has been the case in the past. funding for public education 

and awareness program must be stepped up and special provision 

should be made for pro~~r'ams and proj ects that incor'pOY'elte 

integrating principles of sustainable development. "'"hese 

organizations must be freC:1 to expE!Y'illlE!nt, to innovate and to 

take risk, if they are to fulfill their historical leadership 

and educational role in the mandate for change which is the 

imper'ativE:1 of our' timE:1s. Thank you VE:1ry much. 

Any of the commissioners want to pose question at this point or 

we can take it later "in the lnorning. Slanovnik. 

1 think Madam, that it's may be better that we start the 

discussion immediately. 1 was recently at the U.N. panel on 

development and disarmament and 1 raised the proposal there, 

that there be an option for the youngsters to serve the 

military service instead of their own countries in the military 

rank~; that they would be free to go into the developing 

countr'iE:1s and IAlor'k on public work proj E!ctS . ThE:1re was 1'10 

follow-up of the proposal 1 prepared but this raised for me a 

question in connection with this endeavour which 1 must say I 
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am extrE:1mE!ly enthusiasttc about, but I would Madam likE! to 

submit a reflection and a question in this connection. 

We are now in the developed world witnesses of something which 

I find extremely important. lhe merge between the 

environment.al mOVemE:1nt and the peace movement.. There is now 

luckily and happily a very close integration of the two and 1 

congratulate you on that. But I have a feeling that there is 

still not enough understanding of the intimate 

interrelationship in between this orientat.ion and the 

developmental issue in the world. 

Recently, we had an ext.remely encouraging development. 

1. think thE~ .... and now sportsmE:H'), s action which shows that 

there are the first step towards this direction. But I am 

afraid that we rE:HTlaj.n VEH'y Illuch North cE!l1terE:1d and that this 

new democratic eruption of a very progressive trend in the 

world still does not have the right kind of understanding of 

the challenge which for mankind represents the southern issue 

of the blockage of development. 

Could you may be enlighten us what your organization is doing 

and trying in integrating more fully, what I think being not 

just economy and ecology but what being the developmental 

challenge to the mankind and then its intimate 

interr'elationship in which the security issue or disarmamen·t 

issue and the ecological issue are seen from the northern 

perspE!ctivE!. I am not: sure that I have made myself clear'. 

Well. I'll see if 1 can answer you as concisely as you posed 

the question. I think that first of all. you raised the 

concern about the involvement of young people in some of these 

iSSUE!S at the beginning. I think the Commiss.ion has bE!for'e 

read a proposal for world conservation youth core which is 

worthy of serious consideration. 
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We have been discouraged in our efforts over the past few 

months to make these links between groups. l-here was the 

absencE! of young peopIE! at the meetings of thE:1 sever'al hundrE!d 

of the 400-~OO people that have been involved in this regional 

consultations which submittedly were aimed at the leadership of 

these organizations. l-hey were very few people under the age 

of 2S that seem to be involved and 1 think it makes this 

afternoon session perhaps one of the most important that the 

COll1lnission wi1l have her'e in Ottawa because the c10ud of 

cynicism and the despair which seems to be hanging over the 

hE!ads of this gener'atiol'l must be of concern to aI1 of us. 

As far as thE:! connE:!ctions between environll/ent and devE:!loprnE:Hlt 

and peace issues itls reaIly what the ~ate of the Earth process 
and the conferences are all about. 

And each of those comlllunities is acting on thE:1iy' own way to 

reach out to the others and to try understand the analysis of 

the others. Increasing member's of E:H1Vir'onmE:1l1tal gr'oups in 

Canada. for example are twinning themselves with developing 

countr'y organization \,I,rith similar philosophies. 

The annual meeting of the Canadian Council for International 

CoopE!ration which is the umbr'ella oY'ganization -for all of the 

international development organizations in Canada which just 

held last week in Geneva Park and they unanimously endorsed a 

plan to launch a new project which will be specifically 

concerned about environlnent and development connections and 

were busy already this week raising the necessary funds to get 
on with that job. 

So 1. think that thE:!Y'E:! arr:! a nUll/br:!r of practical steps that arE:! 

being taken in the non-governmental sector to make this 

connection. Itls a long and difficult road. Itls unchartered 

hH'ri tOY'Y. we haven I t really ber:1I'1 here bE!fol"C::1 bu t I am ae tually 

quite hopeful that people will as they have in the past come 

through with a new way of thinking about the future that will 

perhaps endanger the hope that will bring young people back 

into these discussions. 
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1hank you, 1 think we will give now the floor to Paul Mouldon 

and Marcia Valiente who are sharing the issue of development 

assistance and the environment. 1he Canadian Environmental Law 

Resear'ch roundation: The Law of I:::co·-development. 

Good morning, Madam Prime Minister, commissioners and all 

participants here today. My name is Paul Mouldon and the 

co-presentor of this presentation is Marcia Valiente. l'he 

focus of our presentation is on emerging international law 

fr'amE!work governing dE:WEdopnlE:Hlt and E:1nvirol1l'nent and Canada I s 

COllllllitmE!nt to and pr'acLice in the ·.i.rnplEHnt::1ntation of thE!sE:1 

international law principles. 1 will provide an overview to 

what we call the international law of eco-development and 

Marcia w::i.ll examinE:1 thE:1 ... experj.E:1nCE:1 regar'd to this lisl.w. In 

discussing the role and ilnportance of international law to 

environment and development two myths must be dispelled; first, 

too often international law is discounted as a viable and 

meaningful vehicle that guide the state behaviour. In reality, 

international environmental law is doing quite well. 

A past few decade, especially since Stockholm, there has been a 

consistent movement towards strengthening of the legal regime 

pertaining to environmental protection and management. '1 his 

legal regime is evidenced by over one hundred and ten 

international agreements universally, except that principle of 

law and state practicE:1. It mandates a number' 0'1-' irnpor'tant 

duties which State have accepted as law, even now granted not 

all abide by this law. 

Nevertheless, the very tact that there is non-compliance 

clearly does not indicate, there is no acceptance of 

international law itself. In fact, international law has been 

doing so wEdl. It almos t rE:1achE:1d a universal point o·f 
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acceptance in consensus. Second, the traditional belief that 

obligations are only borne of decades of consistent practice is 

outdated in a world where mostly nations are less than 3 

d€:1cadE!s old. 

International law is an organic creature and it can create 

du tiE!S at €:~x trelflely rapid pace to adopt contemporary 

circumstances. As international law evolves, concepts of 

international law has been integrated interconnected and 

persuasive in other areas of international law itself. In 

particular, it is merged with the law of international 

development which traditionally rule things like development 

assistance, transfer of technology and the rights and duties 

over natural resources. When these two areas of law have 

converged it has created new duties, new concepts which 

supersede the earlier ones. 

The r'E!sul t of' this mar'l"iage is that WE! r'eferred to the law of 

eco-development. It is the concept which combines the need to 

fulfill basic needs, emotional and self reliance and 

requirement to make development sustainable. What is the 

emerg~ing nor'ms or' arE!aS of conSEH'ISUS in this E!co-developlfIC::1nt 

norms? 

Well, eco-development norms suggest that every state has a role 

to play in development and we must ensure that environment 

considerations are integrated into the development policies in 

a non-sectoral or on cross-sectoral manner. We suggest that 

each state is under duty to improve their own environment and 

capability through increasing environmental law, environmental 

training and public awareness building. 

We suggest that development policies and programs and 

activities must be viewed for regional perspective ensuring the 

management of ecosystems and non-pitted by political borders. 

lhat all shared resources are rationally allocated and 

provisions made foY' the Y'easonable use. 
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We recommend that the Commission recognises the emerging norms 

of international law and promote the development of mechanism 

at the national and international levels to facilitate 

implementation. We suggest this implementation may come about 

in two ways. One, the convening of an international 

conference. May we say a Stockholm 2 conference. lhe purpose 

of this conference would be to build upon the existing 

consensus and to reach a new consensus on appropriate human 

development strategies for the following decades. 

Building upon this first proposal, to further recognise and 

particularise the international law of sustainable development 

to the conclusion of a general legal instrument, a world 

convE!I'ltion on eco--devE!lopment. We have no answers on how to do 

this, how to find international consensus to meet the legal 

framework more meaningful and more productive. But we do know 

the certain key elements to this process. One is rather than 

having only states agree we think that before the state can 

agree to a point of having binding international law, it has to 

be a foundation laid through world public opinion. 

The way this is done is through democratization of the 

envir'ol'llnental dE!cision making pr'ocess. Inter'national law 

occurs through a grass r'oots mOVE:1I1lent thr'ough public 

participation, access to information in due process. In other 

words, international law will work if people will believe their 

work and when people believe their work, states will believe 

thE:1ir work. 

We urge the Commission to take a bold initiative, 

forward-looking recommendations which will progress 

international law. lhrough this, you can have a tremendous 

role in influencing thE! Elinerging legal .,. governing 

environment and development. "'"hrough this emerging four

looking way a consensus will be build. fhank you very much and 

now Marcia will look at the impact of these in Canada. 
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Thank you very much. 

Thank you, good morning. Now that my colleague has described 

the emerging principles of international law that integrate 

environment and development, I would like to try to fit this 

principles into a Canadian perspective. 

Coming at this topic from a Canadian p("~r·spE:1cU.VE:1 is important 

for three reasons. First, because national practice plays an 

important role in the development of international law. Any 

Canadian approaches which implement this principle could help 

shape the direction of international duties in this area. 

Second, as an important contributor in the process of 

development in other nations, Canada has a direct influence on 

the practices of other nations. 

lhird, because international law, such as standard of conduct 

for all nations, is helpful for Canadians as well as for this 

Commission to consider to what extent Canada implements the 

international norm of E!co--devE:110pment. WhE!n we review Canada 

is to recognise that it contains examples of problems found 

throughout the world between nations. Canada is an 

industrialised nation but our most important industries are 

natural resource industries - forestry, agriculture, fisheries 

energy ndning. 

HH:1 sustainability of Uds rE:1S0Ur'ces is E:1ssE:HltiaJ. to thE:1 

maintenance of our high standard of living. In addition, Canada 

is a vast country containing regions and peoples, as was 

described yesterday, who are developmentally disadvantaged. 

"'his makes sharing the wealth between have and have-not areas 

of the country and beb~een peoples within our country an 

important political imperative. 
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rhird, the political structure in this country is such that no 

one government has complete jurisdiction over environmental, 

economic or social matters. ,·hus, we are forced to act to 

co-operative arrangements between different levels of 

government, different regions and different peoples within our 

country. 

The fourth characteristic, in Canada we have had more than 15 

year's experience wi th environmE!nt and protE!(:tion law including 

exper'iE:1nc(~1 wi.th environlTIE:Hltal aSSE:1SSIlIE:Hlt. But, we still facE:1 

significant rights to our resource base on environment and our 

health. 

What then are the lessons we can convey to the Commission from 

Canadals experience in environment and development froln a legal 

point of VJE:HAl'? 

Unfortunately, there are few. Well, Canada and Canadians have 

had a continual influential presence in formulation of the 

lTIaj or i ntE:H'na tional ins trulllE:Hlts whi c 1'1 shape thE:1 norms of 

eco-development. And also there seems to be a widespread 

recognition of the need integrating environment and 

developlflent. ImphHnentation of this principle lags bE:1hind. 

One E!XamplE:1 of the faLlt..lrE:1 to integr'ate envir'onHlE:1I'It and 

development is the pl~E!SE!nCe of a glossy submission from thE:1 

MinistE:1r of EnvironlllE:1nt on an environment. and developIlH:HIt. 

presented to this commission. But where are the submissions 

from the minister of energy, mines and resources, industrial 

and rE!gional C::1xpansion, and industl~y and trade. They dOl'll t 

E:1xist. 

Clearly, thE:1 next stop must bE:1 to work for' thE:1 implell,entaU.on 

of thE! eco··-developlflent pl~:i.nciples internationally, as Pi)lul 

suggested, and nationally in Canada and in ot.her nations. 

Because implementation represents a fundamental change in 

perspective, it is difficult to accomplish as everyone has so 

far agreed. A strategy for how to begin to effect such a 
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change is to target where changes must be made and to identify 

mechanisms for effecting the changes. It is here we believe 

that the Commission can plan in for .... 

In general ternls, changes must be made in policiE:~s of 

government and industries, in institutions and in laws 

addressing environmental matters. In Canada, and we suggest in 

other nations, specific changes required should include the 

following. 

First, an economic policy of long term sustainable 

development. A change to anticipatory approach to 

environmental regulations, resource use and use of appropriate 

technology. rhe physical integration of government 

departments, increasing the environmental capability of 

industry, a formalized call for public and non·-governrnE!ntal 

or'ganizaU.ons in envir'onl1lE:~ntal dE:~cision-mald.ng, the expi.ilnsion 

o·f environment. 

END OF TAPE 1.6 _.- SIDE 1. 

Ma y 2'1, 1986 
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Mor'nJng 

judgment legislation a cross media approach to pollution 

control and regulation on an eco-system basis where 

appropriate. Generating support for this changes requires 

educational programs and widespread opportunities for 

discussion among government, industry, young people and other 

citizens, non-governmental organizations and academics. In our 

brief, we suggest ways how this can be accomplished wJthin 

Canada. 

I would like to conclude or to emphasize what our conclusions 

are. ~irst of all, we feel that international laws are 

important framework within which to view the work of the 

Commission. Second, we feel that there is an emerging 

consensus respecting environment and development which already 

includes a number ot broad duties. We also feel that many 

nations recognise the in,portance of these norms but have also 

failEld to implement them. Another conclusion is that Canada ' s 

experienCE! lAdth envirOnmE:Hlt and dE:1vE:dopn,ent shows that 

co-operation is possible even between widely dispersed regional 

capabilities and aspirations. 

further, we conclude that international law will be advanced by 

the idenU.ficaU.on and r'efinement: of the eJ.E:Hl,ent.s of these 

broad duties. But that this advance will occur not only 

through thE:1 dE:1velopn,ent of stratE:1gies for co-·operative 

international action but also tor action within each nation 

partJcularly by including our citJzens and other 

non-governmental organizations in this process. 
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Finally, we feel very str'ongly that this COHlllrission is in a 

pivotal position to catalyze the advance of international law 

by suggesting strategies for national and international 

action. l"hank you very much. 

Madam, Chairperson, I think the two papers that have been 

subtn"it:tE!d to the COlllmission m~~rit our congr'atulations. The 

authors have had vision, they have been inspired by ideas and 

they have made a very good presentation. "Ihe Comlllission will 

always appreciate their efforts. 

1 have only a couple of questions to put to thelll. One is the 

importance they attachE!d to th€:1 Stockholm Conf€:1renc€:1 

Resolutions and request for another convening of a conference 

of that type. It will be appreciated that resolutions of a 

conference have no binding force, they are soft law. It is 

only the provision of a convention which have been duly 

ratified and adhered to by States and which comes into 

operation that has the hard text, red letter of the law. 

lher'efore, while th~~ conferences are very useful in 

crystallizing concept and putting forward very good valuable 

suggestions, you need some greater effort than the mere 

conference to put them into the text of law. For that purpose, 

the suggestion made by Mr. Mouldon and his associate are VE!ry 

cOlllpr'ehens:i.ve. -, hey hav€:! r'ecomrn€:Hlded a convention. Well, that 

takes tim~1. 

Th€:1 COlTllfliss::i"on can cer't:ainly put forward th€:1 text of t 1'1 €:1 

possible convention but:. one must be prE!pared that the sov~H'eign 

States are not prone to accept legal regulation which ties up 

their sovereignty. The law of the Sea Convention is an 

example. It has been widely accepted and it was the effort of 

mammoth wor'k1ng of the sovereign community of states, but it 

has not been ratified, it has not yet come into force. 
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Similarly may be the tate of a convention which may be proposed 

by the Commission. Would that be acceptable to the Canadian 

repr'E!sentativE:~s who hav~1 formulated thE!se paper's or would it 

disappoint them? And what other measures would they propose if 

they think that a convention would not be ratified and that 

would register a failure in the effort to impart legal 

regulation to the resolution of environmental problems. I hope 
I have made myself clear. 

Paul Mouldgn 

I quite agree with the problems we faced with our 

recommendations but I just like to spend a minute on what I 

view thE:1 rolE:1 of thE:1 Conmdssion and giVE:1 you one COnCrE:1tE! 
E:1xampl~1 . 

I believe that the whole idea of law is also to regulate but it 

also has E:1xlremely illlpoy'tant functions at advancing COnCE:1pts. 

If this Comnli.ssion took a bold initiativE:1 1 almost a prE:1.-.laIAJ 

making function of advocating tremendously integrated concepts , 
then mOI"e or h1SS , thE:1 internaU.onal community will say, WE:111 , 
obviously this COlllmission is building upon a consensus I and 
there'll be more following. 

And then it will progress into a cyclical motion , so that law 

in that sense is a consensus co~nunity-board sort of function. 

And that's what welre urging. It may still represent soft law , 
still may not be binding in a true sense but has a very, very 

important function and there's not many Commission such as 
yourself which can do this. 

The idea of what we had at Stockholm is that what was where the 

real function. It was a creator of soft law but it also has a 

trE:1IOE!ndous consensus butlding I and in that SE!I'lse inherE!I'lt law 

making function. And this is one of the few opportunities that 

we have in this decade , to do it something like this. 
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Let me give one concrete example. There has been a tremendous 

amount of wor'k done on thE:~ Gr'E:~at Lah~s. In 1972, a GrE:~at LakE:~s 

Water Quality AgreE!lnent was signed. It was USE:1ful but it 

wasn't tremendously successful. In 1.978, they re-negotiated 

the f~gr'eE:1JJJE!nt and with this AgJ"eC::1ment betwE;!E!n Canada and U. S. 

they used the ecosystem approach to regulation where they tried 

to look at the Great L..c~kE!s has one C::1cosysh111J C::1VC::1n though there 

are 12 political jurisdictions which comprise the basin. 

Now, not really, ah, the implications, there is so little 

understanding of what Uds rE:1ally nlE:~ant, this innovaU.vE:1, 
creative concept meant. 

Well, eight years J.ater, everybody's agreed that the concept is 

great. It has been accepted that's the way to go. And that 
accepted the task of what we should do. lhe 

whether or not the concept is a part of law. 

is whether or not we should question if this 
approach. 

question now is 

'rhe question now 

is the right 

So, by group of decision-makers taking a four-looking approach, 

we bypassed so many problems and now we are not arguing whether 

not the ecosysh~m approach is viablE:~ or' is J.E:~gitj.mah~. RathE:~r 

we are asking how can we better improve? And that is more or 
less what we are asking the Commission. 

1 think the appreciation which the Canadian, Mr. Mouldon has 

put foy'wiH'd "is a very valid one and I t:hink the ComlOiss"ion will 
examine it very carefully. 

MadanI Pr'E:~sident: of thE:~ Gomillission is fully alive and aWiJtrE:~ of 

the problems wh"ich would help to dissolve the difficult"ies of 

the world as far as the environmental disputes are concerned. 

What a convention redY'aftE!(1 by the COIOHr.ission would do are (a) 

to focus attention which have been pointed out; (b) it will 
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become the pivotal point 'round which the opinions/theories of 

the States will develop. 

We must have some place on which you can stand, which you can 

catch word of and even if it is a straw it helps you to build 

up more straw and to float. 

fherefore, the effort of the Commission in producing a 

convention would be well received provided there is good public 

opinion. And I am very happy to see that the Canadian public 

opinion will support that effect and I hope there will be more 

national states building up public opinion to support the 

effort of the Commission to evolve a legal regime of 

environment. Thank you vey'y much. 

As you can understand by Judge Singh's reply, he really feels, 

as the oth~H's in the Comrrr.ission, you know, VE!ry motivatE!d by 

the stah~n'E~nts made by you just now .. And if Judge Singh had 

not mad~~ this COHlHl~Hlts, I would have done it myself b~~cause it 

was not only Judge Singh's smiling listening to you but I think 

we all were inspired by it and it will inspire our work in that 

I think I would like to go on to Fergus Watt, of the World's 

Association of World FE!deralist: Woy'king on COlllTflOn Ground. 

'1 han kyo u, it' sin dee d apr i v i I E:~ g ~~ to add r E:~ sst his Co mm i, s s ion 

on behalf of the World Association of World federalists. Just 

by way of quick introduction to many of the guests here, our 

organization is dedicated to establishing institutions of law 

in the world. We believe the rule of law should replace the 

rule of military force in international affairs. 
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The Commi s s ion in its Mandate FOJ" a Chan~E! states that 1\ it 

wishes to build on experience todate with multilateral 

discussions, negotiations, international law and institutions, 

and to examine new forms of international cooperation. We 

would likt::1 to cOTfnnE!nd the ComJnission foy' its effoy't in this 

ar'ea. 

Rather than focus on particular issues of environment and 

development, we will speak about the need for appropriate 

institutional responses. In doing so, I would like to divide 

my presentation in three broad stages. First, I will speak of 

contE!X tuaJ. fr'amE:1work f or ass es sing EHJvi r'OI'JITIE!nt and devE;1}opment 

issues and then I'll speak of some guiding principles, some 

abstract principles which can help shape the institutionaJ. 

response. And then finally some specific strategies for 

enhancing international cooperation. 

first, there are some failures of the present approaches, many 

of them are obvious but 1 just like to put them on the record 

anyway. Often, the draftin~ of international agreements are, 

and the agreements we find, are the result of competing 

national interests and thE!relfore rE:1flect the lowest common 

denominator of agreE1nlEHlt. 1 his is tr'UE:1 not only in the! 

drafting of the agreelfl~Hlts but in their decision·-making bodies 

and regulatory agencies. 

Often, the focus of international agreement is too narrow, 

unspecific. It de-focuses on specific environmental 

development issues. We believe that the phase of change in the 

international arena around these issues require the more 

integrated approach and a broader issue linkage. 

And finally, many of the international a~encies and bodies set 

up by internationaJ. agreements lack power to create and 

implement policy.rhis in part reflects a lack of a grassroot 

mandate. As 1 said earlier, these agreements are made by 

nations for nations. 
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Having stated some of the failures ot the present approaches, 

let me speak now about our response, what are we to do. It is 

axiolnatic that where individuals or group of individuals share 

territory in resources, they need to define common norms of 

behaviour. rhis is true whether we are speaking of a family, 

small town, a province or a country or the world comnlunity. 

However, the definition of common norms of behaviour is not in 

itself sufficient for the creation of a body of rules and 

regulations. In order for those to operate effectively, 

certain basic conditions must be fulfilled and I would like to 

enumerate four of them. 

One, the existence of a general will among members of the 

community to accept and adhere to regulations. Two, the 

existence of a political franlework not only for defining and 

quantifying common behaviour or norlos but also for adopting 

existing rules to change within the community. lhree, a means 

of determining compliance with international rules and 

regulations and finally, the means for reinforcement. 

Now, the last three of those requirements relate to a need for 

a political will and are really just institutional responses. 

rhe first one, the need for a general will is a more cOloplex 

development but I would suggest, and many of the people in this 

room are falniliar with the recent publication by David 

MacDonald's office, the African Emergency Aid Coordinator, in 

which some public opinion data, very dralnatic public opinion 

data on Canadian attitudes towards foreign policy, priority is 

put forth. And the results indicate that Canadians view 

assisting the Third World and ending the arms race now as the 

dominant foreign policy priority for Canada. 

lhis is a dramatic shift. A few years ago, the data would have 

suggested that pursuing a nation's econoloic interest, our 

self-interest in the international jungle would have been our 

priority. So, 1 think and I, ah, the recent Sports Aid, is a 
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r'ecent example, one of the Commissioners mElI1Lioned this as an 

example, these trends are persistent throughout many nations of 

the world. 

So, my point is that are general will, that is, a general 

popular will tlS di s ti nc t from a genera 1 will on the part of 

nations, is E:Hn~H'ging. To attain a morE:~ optab1E:1 managE:HIIE:1nt of 

the planet Earth, and this is the second of the two guiding 

principles on the international legal response and lid like to 

enUmE!rate them, to attcdn optable management of planet Earth, 

it is important to identify the optimal level at which decision 

should bC::1 made. 

And I'd like to put forward two propositions. First, decisions 

should be taken at the lowest level possible. "fhis criteria 

ares based on the idea that the process is democratic and that 

presumably the information available is best at that level. 

Secondly, our parties are affected by decisions should be 

represented on the decision-making body. 

Now these two principles define the concept of subsidiarity, 

and a momentls reflection should reveal that application of the 

principles of subsidiarity to environment and development 

issues really means that a greater degree of international 

co-operation is required, because so many of the problems are 

transnational in scope. Hut as well as developing 

transnational approach is, there is also a lot to be said for 

empowering local approaches as well. Hoth of these are part 

and parcel of the concept of subsidiarity. 

Well, lid like to speak on some specific strategies for 

international institutional change. One point was just eluded 

to only briefly in our paper is the proposal for a second 

assembly at the United Nations, a so-called Peoplels Chamber. 

such an assembly would not require a revision of the Charter 

Article 22 of the Charter of the United Nations which states 

that thC::1 Gener'al nssC::1l11bly lIIay cr~)at"e subsidiary organs as 
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"rhis would be a means of bringing popular will, popular opinion 

on many of these issues to the international political arena. 

It would only be a consultative body but this body would be 

able to relate to the public, the press and participate in the 

political process. "rhere are a number of different proposals 

as to how this second assembly would be constituted. I would 

Y'E:1COlflmE!nd that this COlllrrrission give consideration to caIIing 

for, at the very least, a study by a group of experts on the 

question of a second chamber. 

Another strategy that we would highly recommend for the 

Cormnissions I s considE!ration is the crE:1ation of regional 

commissions around environment and development issues. 

obviously, many o"r the environment and devE:1lopment problE!lns we 

face are transnational. l"herefore, regional political 

fralflE!Work s to deal IlJi th thE!m arE:1 cc:.tllE!d for. RE:1gional 

comndssions could conduct (:1nvironm(:Hltal impact aSS(:1SSI1I(:HltS. 

rhey can propose new regulations, they can monitor compliance 

with existing regulation, and ideally they would have the 

authoY'ity to enforce Y"'~:!gulation and take rE:1l1ledial actions. 

I u n d (~! r s tan d the Co mm iss ion i s qui t e i n t ere s ted i nth (:1 

Canada--US In ternational J oi nt Cornrrri s s ion whi chi s a example of 

this type of regional commissions. We believe regional 

cOlfllnissions could be applicable to enviromlJE:1nt and dc;O!vEdopment 

probl(:HIIS in many areas of th(:1 wor'ld. 

In many cases, the po.i.:i.l:.ical will for such a elegY'ee O"r 
co-operation as, for example, it will take to create regional 

commissions is lacking. HE!Y'e, perhaps agrE!E:1ment in pY'inciple, 

at thE! ver'y least, could bE:1 endorsE:1d by tl1E:1 Commission. And hE:H'E:1 

1 am really Y'E:1--E!llforcing the point lIIade by my (:1arlier 

colleague. Agreements in principle, for example the Stockholm 

Declaration, are consensus-building, consciousness-raising, and 

find their way into the body of international law through 

jurist prudential opinions given. 
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Another point that perhaps could have been elaborated a little 

more in our paper is the Law of the Sea lreaty, the Law of the 

8ea Convention. I would hope that the law of the 8ea 

Convention speaks to both environmental and development issues 

in many ways, in the text of the Convention that this 

Commission would recommend ratification of the Law of the Sea 

convention. 

But there are other lessons that we can draw from the treaty

Inaking process, the law of the 8ea l"reaty making process. One 

of these and one of the reasons for the success of the Law of 

the Sea Convention, itls a landlnark law-making exercise in 

human history. 1he first time representatives of all people on 

the planet came together to create a body of law. 

One of the reasons itls succeeded so well is because there was 

a broad issue linkage. l"here was a sort of unstated assumption 

and understanding of the Law of the Sea Conference that it was 

to be a package deal, and so that nation could accept agreement 

on certain issues where they may have had certain difficulties 

in order to get certain principles and articles in the treaty 

that they were really concerned about. 1his kind of issue 

linkage will enhance international agreement, enhance the 

development of international law. 

l"he second lesson that we can draw from the law of the Sea 

process is that the consensus negotiating procedure is one that 

proved instrumental in the creation of the law of the Sea 

l"reaty. One of the reasons it succeeds so well is because it 

reflects power in a more fluid way, it negates the fiction of 

political equality that exist in many international fora, where 

one nation one vote or even waited voting formats. "fhe 

consensus negotiating and decision making procedure is fluid 

and more adequately reflects the different power interests that 

are at stake in any negotiating process. 

I just conclude by, since one of the co~nissioners referred to 

linkages with security issues and he mentioned the UN 
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disarloament development conference, one way that World 

Federalists are applying the lessons from the Law of Sea Treaty 

is proposing a UN continuing conference on world security which 

would implement many of these lessons from the Law of the Sea, 

and allow nations to, ah, it would mull:ilatE:1ralise security 

negotiations and it would allow developing nations to put 

forward thE:1ir developlfI~mt conCEH'ns in a disarmament contex t. 

With that I will conclude my remarks except to wish the 

COlllmission every SUCCE!SS in the futurE:~. WE:~ believe your work 

is highly important and stand ready to assist in anyway 

possiblE! in the futUY'E!. thank you. 

Thank you very much. I think these 3 or 4 presentations this 

morning have been adding on one to the other in a very superior 

way. But I leave the floor open now for questions and comments 

both from the cornrnissioneY's and from thE:1 flooy'. It was so good 

that nobody has anything to add. Is it Sahnoun? 

I really donlt have anything to add, Madam Chairman. One 

regional organization has been referred to and that is the 

joint Canadian-US Commission. l'he experience of this 

corrnnission can bE:~ of invaluclble importance as a contribution to 

our own work within our own Commission. 

I wonder whether we could have in the course of this debate or 

to a later stage thorough analysis of the experience of this 

Cornllrisston. How it hi.'.IS woy'ked so fay' the shoY'tcornings; if 

there were any legal suits by the Commission or outside the 

COlfIlTli s s ion whi C h have contrtbut.E:1d to the work of thi s I"egional 

cormnission, who could havE:1 a thorough analysis of thE:1 

experience of this body. 
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Because here we have really two countries which are in the 

uniquE! situatJ.on WhE:H'E! thE:1Y sharE:1 VE:H'y, may bE:1 the longE:1st 

border in the world between two countries, when one think of 

Alaska how it goes down all the way into British Colombia and 

the border goes all the way, practically the US almost 

surrounds Canada in the sense on the south and on the western 

side. rhE!re is a nUmbE!Y' of ecosys tems there which arE:1 involved 

and which the two countries share. And therefore the 

exper:iE:1nce of this reg'ional cOfflllrission for our own IAloy'k, if WE! 

want to be practical, this is the way to be practical. Given 

the fruit of your experience. lell us what happened as far as 

the working of this Commission is concerned. 

Thank you, Madam Chairnfan. I'd likE:1 to makE:1 some COrrlnfents on 

the extraordinary presentation we heard this morning. And I'd 

like to pose questions also on the importance that it would be 

for you people to talk to the other people of the other parts 

of thE! wor'ld who think all1fost identJ.cally of what you think, 

the network building among the young people who are deferring 

from thE:1 old concept of what devE:dopment should be. 

And II In 1lI0S tly intere s tE!d in touc hi ng thi s becaus e I l"El ceived 

thi s Ilforni ng c J ipping (r'om a nE:1WS papE:1r liThe Was hington Pos t II 

that says lithe Y'evolut.ion Latin American needs is cultural" and 

it says "aftN' 25 YE:1ar'S of work on Latin amE:H'ican dE:1vE:1loplllE:1nt 

problE!lllS I ()1m convincEld that it 'is the way Latin nmerican see 

the world, their vaJues and attitudes, that is the principal 

obstacle to pr'ogress in Latin Amel"ica". 

And that irrespectful way of seeing our cuJture as a different 

way to seeing the world and as the right to see and feel 

different is not only made by a very important writer, or 

sOHlething callE:1d under'developmE:1nt is a state of mind, but hE:1 

was a fOrmE:1r official of thE:1 us agE:HlCY for Inter'national 

OevelopTTHHlt. 
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Now, I think that's why, particularly myself, welcome 

extraordinarily the focus on this paper this nlorning especially 

Ralph "rhory and Marcia Valiente. Valiente in spanish means 

valiant, It gives us a hope of persisting in the direction of 

creating a broadly endorsed and legitimate support for much 

greater equity at all in international econonlic order, an 

international hUlnanistic thought. It has been insinuated very 

well, and 1 congratulate you for the development, that today 

rests upon terror of superpowers and superpowers syndrome of 

the powerful 

END Of l"APE 16 - SIDE 2 
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May 2/, 1. 986 

Morning 

the world reproduces itself beautifully in nations and 

regions, lhis is the pC:1st that somebody has \:0 stop, And all 

these intellectual exercises we are doing have to point out and 

ident.ify the real causes and their real enemiE!s, and thC:1 

psychology of fear that everybody has and he has to talk about 

the truth in this world today instead of lamenting the 

situation all the time, 

11'1C:1 wor'ld's injusU.ce or' the economic war's or' the ar'Il1 r'ace, 

social economic and environment problelns have to be tackled in 

concrete political terms, lhe way to structure a proposal for 

society that is politically powerful enough to defend its 

rights from the grass roots, 

And with this note, I didn't want to cover everything you said 

so beautifully but it is the model of development that it is 

tr'ying to be imposE!d on us, that J'"'uns, that Uris model, that 

runs to the bJood of t 1'1 E:1 S Y stem, thE:1 d reallls to bri ng thE! wor'ld 

together as a big consumer society and have left no little 

scars in our whole culture, You cannot destroy civilizations 

or posing them only because they are different or because you 

imagine they are intrusion in your sphere of influence or your 

sphere of marketing, 

To bC:1gin wj.th, it is mor'C:1 than unlikE:d.y, bE:d.ievE:1, me a change 

or a desired change in some of our countries, a rapid change in 

sOllie of our countriE:1s POSE! also by pE:10plE:1 likE:1 you and which is 
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politically required can endanger the power or the security of 

the empires or threaten the strategic balance in today's 

world, Hut there IIIU s t be a \/Jay wi thou t prai sing primi tive 

societies as such, defending, .. or praising under development 

or poverty without being considered the prophets of doom, or 

not und€H'standing thE:1 €iHl0r'mous effor'ts that mall has tnad€~ 

through science and technology in all these years. 

lhat there must be a way in which a new complete different 

ins tan t: POWC:H' s tru c ture s mu s t bC:1 put togEltl'H:1r wi th pOWE1Y' and 

spaCE! for different cho:iocE:1s and differE:1I'lt development sty1E:1S. 

A way which society can stop becolfring only a spectator of state 

violence, of State and power terrorism, and a source of 

expanding production across, which you know very well and thank 

you for reminding us, has led to enormous wealth in some parts 

of the world and the destruction and exploitation of nature and 

ITIE:1n. lhank you. 

l"he picture which the speakers today tell us, what Mouldon and 

Valiente have depicted for us, is definitely the source of the 

picture of the better world we want to achieve. But there are 

certain difficulties or realities which we cannot just fly in 

ti'lE:1ir face. And 1 ant sur'e, as what you know ver'y wEdl having 

been in this battle, for the establishment of an international 

authority with muscles. 

You know the problems which the UN have been facing even with 

the interpretation of Article 2~ on the Principle of Sovereign 

Equality. We are all committed to this principle but we are 

all/Jays facE!d by two ou lllloded concepts: one legal, one 

political. lohe legal one is on the question of sovereignty 

over territory and the political one is on security. o,ohe end

work looking manner of tackling the problem of national 

security. And around those two issues, all the problems with 

international organizations, national corporation, 
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multilaterism is facing. It is in this sense that the question 

raised by Commissioner Sahnoun is very relevant because 

r~1ferEHlc~1 was made to the Joint Commission. And of cour'S~1, the 

Joint Commission is an example of a commission that existed in 

other pal"ts o·r- the world d~1aling with common waters, I mean 

therE! arE:1 examplE:1s i.n ~.ur'ope lil<E:1 the Conmdssion OVE:lr thE:1 

Danube, the Co~nission over the Rhine, there are perhaps later 

example that came in Asia, like the Mekong and the Indes. But 

in all those cases, you will see where there are problems 

involving security, co-operation becomes impossible and when it 

comes to this concept of security, in fact we belong to the age 

of Jeremy Beltham, you know, who used to say that equality and 

security conflict, equality must yield, justice must yield. So 

the world is backward in that sense but there is no reason why 

WE! should put OUY' views acY'oss and fight foy' th~1H1. rhc~nk you. 

S P E! a k i~r---2n_'I; 1'1 e flo o.r: 

Jus t to rna /<E:l OnE:1 qui c k poi nt, you nlentionE:ld qui te appropd.a tely 

the question of international security and international law. 

One development that is quite encouraging the principles of 

non-interference in domestic affairs in the UN charter which is 
square four up against individual nation's right to 

self-defense by which they justify their interference in 

internal affairs. One encouraging development is the 

activ·:i.tiE!s of a numbElY' of int~1rnational judicial scholar's 

around the question of per se legality of nuclear weapon. 

There is a growing body of opinion that nuclear weapons are 
il:1.E:1gal. 

1. n Canada, one of our pr'E:1-"E:1I11i nent international j ud. s ts wi I I 

convince a conference this fallon the legality of nuclear 

WE:lapon. 1 bEdieve that this is somethi.ng that CommissionE:lr 

Singh is quite interested in. And I think the struggle to 

CY'E:latE! and implE:lI11E!nt cl r'egirnE:l of law around SE:1CUI"ity issues is 

a gradual one and one which is inextricably linked to this 

consensus building process. And 1 am speaking of a popular 
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consensus as well as a legal consensus and I think that the 

consensus among nations will be, is obviously essential but 

that will be the last of the thrt::1e. IhE!Y'E! is just so lfIuch 

inertia and momentum amongst the structure of nations, states 

in defense of status quo but they will have no choice but to 

follow. 

"hank you. Janez. 1 hope we can be rather be brief now 

because the schedule is getting into trouble. rhank you. 

A very short one. lhe trouble of all these arms race problem 

is that everybody is sincerely convinced that he is piling up 

the arms for defense and all others are piling them up for 

aggression. And this is a universal conviction unless we lift 

ourselves or that we understand that violence as such is to be 

condemned. Ihat terrorism as such is to be condemned without 

any qUE:1stion or purpose. Ther'E:1 can bE:1 no purpose nE:1ithE!r' for 

violence nor for terrorism and I think this should be one of 

the principal considerations which our Commission should take 

into account. Thank you. 

Thank you my name is Patricia Arceo Gonzales and I came from 

Argenti na. I I"'OU ld Ii keto make a COHlmE!n t hE!re y'e la led to what 

has been said here and something that was commended yesterday. 

And it was that the Commi s s ion s hou Id put some pr'es sure over 

the governments of developing countries to guide their 

development in a sustainable way. And I lhink that I would 

like to see the Commission putting some pressure over the 

governlnents of developed countries because we all know about 
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different debts and the economic dependency of developing 

countries (no recording) of health that would lead the 

developed countries to a real independency.l·hank you. 

Thank you Vri:1ry much. And now I g:i.Vri:1 the flool" to your previous 

Minister of Environment, Charles Caccia, member of Parliament 

for Dalenfort - Raising Environment on the Political Agenda. 

Good morning and thank you. In thanking thri:1 Commissioners and 

the s t~aff, the official s for cOllling to Canada, I would like to 

thank you Madam Prime Minister in a particular way for your 

leadership for having given even greatest status to the 

COlllmiss:i.on by virtuE:1 of your recent elevation to officE:1 and for 

having continued with the Commission despite the double burden 

and the pressures at home. I'm sure that we all around the 

globe will bElnef'it from your commitment and fr'om your 

determination. 

Now, in bringing calls to new castle, I will do it in a 

telegraphic way combining two papers into one and in saying 

roughly this. 1 hat in moving the envir'OnmE:Hlt up in thE:1 

political agE!llda, we havE:1 to watch a numbElr of things. Number 

one we have to continue to mobilize elements of pressures on 

the public and on politicians. We need, therefore a well 

informed and keen public media and opinion shapers; we need 

active and articulate non-government organizations; we need 

government dE:1partnlents of the environment actively engas~ed in 

public advocacy; WE:1 nElEld adult E:1ducation pror~rams and school 

curriculae aimed at youth and grown-ups. 

In moving the environment up on the political agenda, we haue 

to remove obstacles such as the scourge of short term economic 
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thinking; such as the propensity towards curing instead of 

preventing; such as the short-term political planning that 

seems to be a major inherent characteristic of the political 

system; such as the propensity on the part of many to see the 

economy not as part of the environment. 

And finally, the acceptance that it is alright for private 

enter'pr'i s e to pass cos t of envil"'onmental damage to the public 

sector. In moving the environment up on the political agenda 

also, IAle have to ShapE! the main thrust of political thought so 

that the environment is seen as the envelope within which the 

econoHlY function. 

And I submit to you that this is a unifying concept that 

applies anywhere whichever the economic system, whichever the 

political system, whichever the stage of development. l-he 

environment is to be SE!E!l1 as th~~ envelope of the economy. 

Well, in doing so we have to develop or to adopt a number of 

in.iticltives; IAle havl::1 t.o do our hom~1wor'k in ~1conollrics and 

develop a better knowledge of the cost of inaction. We do know 

the cost of landing man on the moon; we do not know the cost of 

increased hospital admission because of air pollution. 

We have to develop and adopt social shock absorbers to protect 

workers when they are affected by environmental measures and 

programs. Shock absorbers such as mobility, re-training and 

early retirement. We have to encourage and give greater 

momentum to mod~H'nization pr'ograrns on the par't of indus try in 

co-operation with government and labour. We have to develop 

further thoughts in many jurisdiction to the adoption of 

charters of environmental rights. We have to ensure the 

adoption of industrial code of conduct by industry particularly 

by transnational industry. And as you know, Co~nissioners, 

SinCE! StockholHI theIne I s only bel::1n a negativl::1 reaction by 

industry on this matter. 

We have to explore the possibility of establishing 

enviY'oJ'llllental pr'oh1ction board that would b~1 enlpower€:1d to 
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collect premium based on performance by industry. And we have 

to find ways of adopting new government structures whereby the 

environment department becomes a central force in the overall 

poJ.icy-·maldng prOCt::1SS, not just another dt::1piH'tnrent ofhm losing 

out in cornpt::1tition wit.h othE!r d(:1partmE!nts, this at tht::) national 

and sub-national and local level. 

At the international level, Madam Chairperson, I now will 

conclude with that, we have to talk about the successor to UNEP 

which we all know is just the program. And here, we should 

endeavour to develop something that has the strength at the 

centre, something that should have a strong rule at the centre 

in the Secretary General's office or the equivalent where it 

would initiate policy. It would playa strong advocacy role, 

it would promote advance long-term global thinking and research 

and operating with the network of regional global offices which 

would conduct the regional research; and when needed even offer 

mediation services on trans boundary environmental issue and 

which would also keep the head office abreast and informed 

about environmental developments. 

Madam chairperson, the office of the UN Secretary General or 

his equivalent or her equivalent would become a pivotal force 

around which the thr(;1E! E~len.ents of human survival hingE~d; 

namely pt::1ace, the E!nvironment and developmt::Hlt. rhank you. 

1 can't resist this temptation. lhe statement was so 

provocative, so central to our concern that I just must 

response. 1 wonder when we come as a Commission to the point 

of for.nulating our recommendations what Minister Caccia has 

told us today is centred in lilY v ::i.ew. 

How to makE! in natiol1C:'tl gover'nmt::)nt the person or the office 

which is the principal office responsible for guidance of the 

economy. How to make this ganglion, this nerve centre of the 
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government, completely not only environmental environment

conscj.ous but envir'OnI1H:Hlt acU.VE:1. You undE:1rstand rue? It is 

thE:1 qUC:1stion o·f, in planning I;:1COnomy, l:he planning boss must bl;:1 

environmentalist; the fJ.nanCE! minister must be a convinced 

environmentalist, this in my view is central. 

Now, when it comes to the UN, 1 would like to be a little bit 

indiscreet, 1 was serving altogether UN for seventeen years, 

bE:1st YE:1arS of my lifE:1; and 1 feEd. and this is very impor'tant 

matter now as by the end of this year, there will be a new 

election of the new Secretary General and also Director General 

for E!COnollric Co-opE!ration. f~S Sl;:1CY'etary General is to be 

elected this tirue from the African country, the Director 

General will come from the North. I think that it is essential 

that the Northern countries start thinking now who is going to 

be appointed in this most crucial post for international 

economic cooperation. If I follow what Minister Caccia has 

said, this must be a pE!rson who is not a defor'med econollrist 

like me but must be an environmentalist. He will be able then 

to see the totality. rhank you. 

Mr. Stanovnik, if you are accepting nominations for the post of 

(stanovnik answering). In that case, I have a second 

nomination to suggest if you want to consider it, we have 

former Prime Minister Pierre Edward rrudeau who will fit the 

description quite well. 

Emil ~alim 

Will it be possible that environmental units or departments can 

also be created within the political parties like in Canada? 

In a democratic government, the leaders will respond to 

elections and elections will be promoted by the political 
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ro what extent can we build up environmental 

sections, units departments in the political parties, question 

nurnbE!Y' one. 

Second is, do you feel that other informal leaders can playa 

dominant r'01C:1, likC:1 th~:! church leaders, commun:i ty leader's or 

informal lE:1ader's that can stilllulate public opinion and, 

certainly if it is possible, to have a kind of strategy in 

which you don I t separatE:1 environment with development, it I s the 

eco-development concept of our friends from the law, And in 

that cont:E:1xt, the economic mirdsters ... that we try to 

introduce this eco-development concept. 

And finally, in the experience of many developing countries, 

itls the head of state, head of government, the prime 

ministers, these are the strategic minister or leaders who can 

then gear thC:1 nations towar'ds E!co"-devE!lopIIIE!I'lt procC:1ss. Do you 

feel that prime ministers in the provincial government in 

Canada, the Minister of finance will save not only the focal, 

the target groups in which we should devote our attention in 

order that we have this eco-development in practice. Thank you. 

l"here are four well-known questions and 1 don1t know whether 

one can do justice to them in a IIrinutC:1 or tlAJO, but I will tr'y. 

In answer to the first and the second questions, we do have in 

our political system evidently a sensitivity to public opinion 

and this will be E:1VE:1ntually illY l1Iain thE:1me in answering ell} your 

four questions. 

l"herefore, in our Canadian experience and North American 

experience, and 1 suppose in many other global regions, public 

opinion shapes the view of politicians. l"here is no question 

about that. "rhe question is how do you develop the pressures 

that generate the public opinion, the well-informed public, 
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then we will put the pressure on the politicians would then in 

turn will take certain steps. And there are innumerable 

answers where this has happen sometimes in the most unexpected 

WclYS. 

But I don't think that our parties will establish within 

themselves an environmental section. We do have, however 

environmental critics in our Parliament that somehow moved the 

environmental agenda in a positional role to the minister on 

the governlllerit sidE:1. And the public and thE:~ NGOs and all the 

cOlnmunitic::~s then try to push the iSSUE!S from every possible 

angles. And a clever political party of course will realize 

that the public is pre-occupied for instance, about water, and 

it will begin to say things. 

InJE! have sel~n in Canada the last ten YC::1ars phenomenal changes in 

the programs of political party. 1he environment has just 

began to emerged, is just beginning to see the light of day 

within the consciousness of different political movements for a 

number of reasons. Now certainly, community leaders, church 

leaders and so on, they are extremely powerful and very 

irnpoY'tan t. 

But again 1 would go back to the element that 1 put to you 

earliEH', namC::11,y that 'AlE! need well·-informed and kE!E!n media and 

opinion shapers, editorial writers, the reporters. 1he 

interest at the top of an editorial board of any national and 

local newspaper can do a lot in mobilizing public opinion and 

thE!n cAS a consequence .1.lIl1flobilizing political opinion. 1 don It 

think that they will have the leader of the party as a born 

enviY'OnmE:Hltalist but you can tUY'i') him/hE!r into one, if the 

pressures are there. 

And then finally, target groups. l"he third question perhaps is 

the most difficult one, and that is environment versus 

development or as an alternative to development. 1 don't see 

that as one and in a way it was very clever to name the 

Commission that way. 1hE:~ way that: it str'ikes me is thE:1 
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development can only take place within a well-cared 

envirorJlllE:1I1t.. There is no for' hE:~aven's sake and this 

concE!ptual difficulty that we have in a principle that SE:H:11r1S to 

be element.ary and so busy and yet. we have such great. difficult.y 

in implE:1menting it, is one that you arE! nOIAl charged with, in 

getting it across to the world, to global public opinion. lhat 

there is no antagonism, no polarization between the two. There 

can't be any damned development, unless you have taken care of 

the first, otherwise it is a short-lived glory. 

lhank you very much Caccia. 1. now would like to call upon four 

people who are here to be certain that we have them all speak 

to us and then open the floor after the four have given their 

statement. First, Stanley Darling, Member of Parliament House 

of COmmE:1rCe, Special COIlIllIi ttE:1e on Acid Rain. 

Madam Prime Minister I'm certainly privileged for me to be 

preSE!I".t at this all iHlpor'tant confert:Hlce and l'ln also dE:1.l.ighted 

to follow immediately my colleague, the honourable Charles 

Caccia who serve as a member of the Special Parliamentary 

Committee on Acid Rain which was formed by tl'IE:~ Par:U.arnE:Hlt of 

Canada. 

Well, the last was born 1. believe in June of last year, but 1. 

have the privilege of serving three distinct committees, two 

under' the formE:~r gOVE:H'nlTIE:1nt and this is an old pflrty comlliittee 

which has been investigating the problem of acid rain, how it 

would effect our country and of course we are tied in with our 

gr'eat neighbour' to thE! south. And I' In (hllighted to SE:1E! the 

disU.nguishE:1d COllllllissioner's hN'E:1 but 1. must point out and 

emphasize that more than pleasE!d to SE!E:1 Mr. Huckhelhaus hE!re, 

one of the great environmentalists in the us and the former 
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director of the Environmental Protection Agency there and a 

gr'eat fr'iE:1nd of Canada. WE:1 could use Il10r'E:1 like him I can 

aSSUY'E! you. 

The present conmti tteE:1 haVE:1 bE!E:HI studying what should bE~ dOnE:1. 

As has been pointed out. I don't think we have to sell the 

people of Canada. As my colleague Charles said. we've got to 

sell our governments. 

When I fir'st went to the US. Madam Pr'ime Mj.nister. as a mE~mber 

of thE! Cormni ttee SOHlE:1 ftve or' six years ago. the acid Y'ain 

problem was the best kept secret in the US. Very few knew 

anythtng about it other than the few very high profile 

environmentalists. lhat has changed now but we still have a 

great job to do. we are both polluting the other country. We 

happen to be. and everyone has been said. is down wind with 

somebody else but we h61ppen to b~~ more down wind than OUY' 

colleagues in the us. 

In my particular area which is in Ontario. the prevailing winds 

drop 70% of all the acid rain and that comes from the US. 80 

we are certainly hoping that something will be done on this. 

f)nd I' HI not sure whethEH' the Commisstoners are aWarE:1 that thE! 

US has made gr'eat concE:!ssions. first and fOrE:1ITIost. the 

Prestdent hi:l.s adlfli U:E!d that there is a problem. ftna.l.ly with 

all due respect. And that is all important before that it was 

the birds and the bees and the lakes. mountains and so on when 

they were spilling forth after a volcano. So that is 

important. But we certatnly both have a long way to go and 

Madam Prime Minister 

Er\lD OF TAPE 17 - SIDE 1 
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gave us staggering figtH'e yester'day in your' E:1xcellent: l"E:Hllarks 

when you said we were spending close to a trillion dollars a 

year on the arms race or approaching that. And you know, if we 

only go back and sell our countries on the idea that that's an 

all important: expenditure. But let us cut: it by just ten 

percent and everybody sure have enough ammunition and arms to 

scare to hell out: of their neighbours and no doubt about that. 

And that ten percent, if it was channeled to the environment, 

would be an staggering amount of a hundred billion dollars and 

that's too much if we cut it to f-.ive pE!rCEmt. 

SO, WE:1 havE:1 a gr'E:1at job to do. Our comndthH1 ar'e wor'king hard 

as we have been looking to various things, our forest having 

damagE!d, thE:1 hE:1alth of our' pE!oplE:1, our' magnificent monulTJE:H1ts, 

our buildings and so on, statues. And of course, we -.in Canada 

I supposed have a common ... when we think of your great. 

countr-.ies that are thousand years old and we're worrying about 

buildings that: probably are less than a hundred years old. 

Again, it is a privilege and a pleasure to be here Madam, Prime 

Minister, and 1 am wondering and possibly just a thought that 

SOmE:1 of your' othE!r gOVE!rnmE!nts wight considE!r the idea of a 

spE:1cic.'l1 COlfllldttee on thE! E:H1vironmE:1nt and may be geared in to 

acid rai n . rhere is no doubt abou t. tha tit is a wor'ld prob1E!l1I 

and we've got to do something about it and it's gonna cost us a 

lot to do it but it's going \:0 cost us a grE:Hlt. deal morE.~ not to 

do it. 
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Louie Bryer, President of the Native Council of Canada to take 

the floor. 

'"hank you very much Chairman, 1 have several pages here but 1 

don't thi nk 1 wi.ll tak e tillle to read i t at thi s point and 

time. I think what should be taken into consideration is 

around the world wherever there's development indigenous people 

are always pushed out of the road for that development to take 

place, for nations and countries to build and for progress, as 

they call it. 1 can look and read it in my homecountry where I 

came from Northwest Ontario and you can tell From the 

environment what has taken place for those people there. 

rhE:~re has been a bill just passE:1d in the HOUSE:1 of Commons here, 

just last w(~1ek in relat:ion to H10SE:1 ver'y peop1E:1 front thE~ 

poIlu t ion that carne ou t. of the reed papE!r uri 11 sin Noy't.:hwE:1s tern 

Ontario where the mercury poisoning just driving people out. 

l"here is no way for them to live now in terms of their way of 

life and that has to be taken into consideration. 

And I think indigenous people around the world, all they are 

asking for is to be involved and to be consulted when there's 

development to take place. Because indigenous people around 

the world are gatekeepers, I guess you can call it, of the 

environment. And people of indigenous abstraction always look 

after the E:H1vir'onment bE:1CaUSe they know that they have to live 

out the land and without the land they are not. going to be able 

to survive. And so people like this Commission and others 

within the UN and other international agencies should consult 

with other aboriginal people, indigenous people around the 

world before they go ahead with development. rhat's all I can 

say thank you. 
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Can I callan Judge Maxwell Cohen, is he here? Please. 

Madam President thank you very much and 11m glad to bE:1 hE:1rE!. I 

was one time Canadian co-chairman of the US Canada 

International Joint Commission. And with Jim MacNeill as my 

godfathE!r I was once ChairHlan of the Adv".isory ComrrritteE! of the 

Law of the Sea. I have a long of interest in this problem and 

1 am particularly happy to see here my most recent colleague 

Judge Singh, the president of International Court of Justice 

which I have the honor to be an ad hoc member. 

I am very inlpressed with the dimensions of your discussions, I 

have very few observat".ions to make. One ".is that I think that 

one should see, this comes very directly from your able 

presentat".ion Madam Pres".ident yesterday, the convergence of so 

many fundamental issues of our U.IfIE:1 which makes, it SE:1E:1JTlS to 

me, rnank".ind in its ".institutions globally allllost reached the age 

of unmanageability. 

1. think, for' exarnp].E;1, the wixture of nuclE:1ar' issue, the 

extraordinary vulnerability ot all states ".in economic terms, 

the environmental issue with ... the population/hunger issue and 

the areas of sub-nuclear violence in so many parts of the world 

today. One takes all those issues together plus the 

fundamental ravaging and savaging of the panel itself, one has 

to ask the question whether we havenlt come to a critical point 

WherE! thE:1 lfHlnageab".ili ty of the issues pE:1r s e is now c los ed in 

doubt and is a race agcdnst tim(~1 to decNltr'alize and simplify 

iSSUE!S while there ".is st".ill tillle to do so. Because thE:1 

dimension of issue is both concE:1ptually and adndnistratively 

close to being out ot hand. 
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My second observation is that one of the dilemnas we face is a 

nature of scientific dispute about environmental issues. We've 

had it in Canada and US over the acid rain issues as you 

probably know. lhat scientific dispute is very discouraging 

particularly when scientists are recruited, an aid of a 

national purpose and a national point of view. 

1 therefore take strong exception to the use of national 

scientific brains for the advocacy of a special interest 

nationally. What we need wherever neighbours are involved is 

never a national scientific point of view or investigation but 

of a national or multinational one. rhe E:~xperience of 

International Joint Connnission has been - the joint 

fact·-·finding betweE!n t::hE:~ US and Canada had made all thE! 

difference in the world and was able to develop a consensus 

betwE!n s ta t:E!S . 

Comllion fact-·finding is supE:1rior to national fact findin~~. And 

no matter how difficult the issue Inay bE!, thel"e are seY'ious 

difficulties 1 suppose, in determining the detailed sources of 

acid rain in part"iculc.u·· case, "it's Y'E:11f1ar'kable how Y'E:1ady 

scientists fl"OIlI diffE:H'E!nt conll"llunitiE:1s are to come to a 

consensus when they are looking tor the m"inimum line upon which 

they can agree as an alerting point for their respective 

communities. rhe gY'E:1c!t dangE!r "is that: the recruitment of 

national scientists serves only a national purpose if it is not 

done nat"ionally or lfluH::inat"ionally. 

My next point will bE:1 1.-:( bY'ief comment on the legal fy'amE~work of 

our time. It seems to me that we are not w"ithout very 

substanU.al Y'E:1CE:1nt lE:1gcd. aSSE!ts. The Wor'ld FedE:1Y'alists WE:1re 

speaking to that when 1 came "in the room but 1 suspect that: one 

should not under'estinlatE! the j.nlpact of E:1vE:1rythj.ng from the 

'rrails Mounta"in Case, which "is a Canada-US case, down to 

Stockholm Law of the Sea of 1982 convention. Outer space 

al"'Y'angE!IIlE!nts are also VE!Y'y much environmE!llti'.:dly rn"inded. 
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fhere is enough law in the world today. It seems to me to 

start a campaign for normative, minimum adherence to those 

rules. And what we need really is a propagation and a 

publicizing of the rules so that the international community 

understands that the beginning of a solid legal framework 

exists. However', much it llIay be dE:1scr'ibE:1d by some law tE:1achers 

as soft law or even soft, soft law or hard soft law, it doesnlt 

really matter. What welre moving towards is hard, hard law 

that loay belong where we are. But itls enough of the legal 

framework, Madam President, to make for a good deal of 

confidence that the world is not without a normative concept in 

which to determine a state behaviour and its limits in 

environmental matters. 

Finally, lid Iike to COITIIlIE!nt on the institutionaJ. arrangE:1I'lIents 

l~equired to lflakE:~ that nOI~m of systE:~m E:~'Ffective. It SEH:1U1S to me 

that we have three options here that are very usefuJ.. One is 

of course the global institutional arrangements. Here, we need 

a kind of new earth space monitoring system. Mr. Macmillan 

YE!stE!r'day r'efel~rE:~d to t:hE:~ need fOl~ monitoring. 1 think thf..lt 

it goes farther than simply an earthls monitoring system. ltls 

a combi ned ear''Lhl s pac e Iflonitoriny s y stern, a new agE:~ncy that 

would have the reSOUrCE!S to bE:1 abh1 to nIoni tor report and 

recommend in a very systematic way on the earthls space 

interaction which is so fundamental to a total ecological view 

of the biosphere. 

Secondly, we need to have a deeper understanding of what it 

means to have an effective region arrangement. I'he Canada-US 

experience has been a profound reinforcing one, the work of 

Interna tional Joint Cormlri s s ion. I was di s (,:l.ppoi nted WhE!I'1 thE:~ 

Minister yesterday, Mr. Macmillan used the word that the record 

of thE! IJC has beE:Hl a urixE:1d onE:~. I must confess it I s been 

ndxE:1d I but mixE:1d I110sLI.y wi th good things I and thE:1 chaj.r' one 

must take in describing a succesful organization like the IJC 

is necessary now because of the ease with which this 

organization can be put under attack on grounds of cost. l'he 

cost factor now or the minimum compared to the cost factor wilJ. 
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delay another generation. And the delay here seems to me as 

fundamental to the political will which is not yet existing in 

sufficient dimension to achieve the result we have to have. 

So, I conclude with my third suggestion on the institutional 

side. rhere is a need for harmonization of domestic laws where 

treaties are difficult. And even without a treaty basis you 

can get arrangements for the going together of countries in 

or'der' to har'rnonizt:~ tht:d.r' It:~gal sysh~rns. 1 wish the Commission 

every success in doin~ the final thing that lid like to be 

doing myself. If you have a room for additional members, 

please let me know. 

Thank you very much. 1 r'eally hope, would /'Javt:1 Iike, to invite 

you directly into the group. 1 want to call upon Joseph Crock 

clinical ecologist, are you here? 

Madam, PrilrlE~ MinisteJ" and ladies and gt:~nt.lenH:Hl. 11 m a mt:1dical 

doc t:or and 1 do pr'act .. i.ct:~ tht:~ so .. ·ca.l.h1d Clinical tcology. You 

ruay ask nle later on whi.;lt it j.s. And I do rE:!pr'est:H1t ht:H't:~ the 

small organization in Canada which is called Human tcology 

foundation and also the Society for Clinical Ecology and 

Environmental Medicine, which 1 am the secretary of that 

or'ganizaU.on. And my t:iU.t:1 of the prt:1sentation is "StH'vival 

thl"ough Ecologism". 

A development has always held the potential for self 

destruction and unless we become aware of the functional 

harmony of life on this fragile planet, we may fulfill this 

potential. We discussed the effects of the environment on 

forest, agricultural land, plant and animal species but we 

ignore the very real threat to the existence of the human 
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sp~1ciE!s. A good h~1alth and the Pl"~WE!ntion of premature death 

and suffering are goals which all people value. The elements 

of thE! dual poli tical systE!m of the modern bJoy'ld ay'e 

interrelated. It we harm our neighbour. we harm ourselves. 

We hear everybody about the pollution of the entire world eco

sy stern. thE:1 s pY'eading of many i ndu s trial and military toxins 

into the biosphere. lhe spread of pesticides and herbicides. 

about radioactive dust present thousand kilometres from the 

site of an explosion and the universally present acid rain. 

Many industrial wastes are biochemically active in the form of 

pre-radicals which eliminate from the nal:UY'fll environmE!l'lt and 

the food chain. very inlportant minerals such as zinc. magnesium 

and othE!rs. I don I t have tim~1 to talk about. 

ThE:1SE! E:11emE:1I'1ts are natuY'al anU.-·oxidents pr'oviding prot(~1ction 

against the generative and new plastic processes. rhe acid 

rain removes from soil magnesium which in chlorophyl is one 

vital mineral necessary to the process of photosynthesis. 

Without magnesium a plf..lnt cannot produce oxygen and without 

OXygE!i'l we cannot suy'vive. rhe complernE!l'ltary IIJ0rlds of plants 

and animals can only exist in the state of dynamic equilibrum 

which must be preserved. 

Today I S wors t c ri sis J. S an e cologi cal OnE:1 whi c 1'1 cannot bE:1 

solved locally. It is known that in the situations of 

unethical actions and wrong doings. there are pathological 

processes and or external factors influencing the function of 

the bY'clin. Til/any peopl~:! would bE:1 unable to conmdt 

transgressions without the influence of alcohol and drugs. A 

similar effect can be brought about by heavy metal such as lead 

and vay'ious chemical s oc curing in our' food. po.llu ted ai r . 

contaminated water. work place and homes. 

Various pathological phenomena like poor human 

interrelationship. aggressiveness. crime without motivation. 

h1rrorism have their' Y'oots in malfunctioning brain overloaded 

with toxins. Neuro-behavioural toxicology proves that toxins 
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in the very small dose can dalnage the human brain and cause a 

variety of behavioural and enlotional symptoms such as 

hallucinations, confusions, depression, loss of memory and 

decreased intellectual functioning. We know that human being 

is able to maintain his integrity, identity and sovereignity as 

long as his psychological processes are energetically supported 

by correct supply of nutrients. Intoxicated brain function 

become sub-clinically abnormal. When the battery of the 

calculator begins to weaken, the calculator can perform only 

sinlple functions and fails with complicated ones. 

A polluted brain works by analogy in the same way. It can 

perform its basic function of maintaining breathing, 

circulation, instincts of hunger and sex but higher function 

such as love, friendship, sharing or social responsibility are 

distorted. So one can propose that Inoral philosophy and ethics 

are ecologically conditioned that n/an in destroying his 

environment, destroys himself. And his fading sense of guilt 

leads to farther destruction of his environment. 

It would be easier for many of our political leaders, 

executives and scientist to believe in this threat if people 

were dying massively from environmental pollutants. 

Unfortunately, this poisoning does not appear in the acute form 

but manifest itself as a chronic disease of civilization which 

include cardiovascular, collagen disorders, neurological 

disturbances, schizophrenia, environlnental hypersensitivity, 

cancers and totally malfunctioning immunological system in the 

form of AIDS. 

What is the prime responsibility of scientists, physicians, 

educators indeed all people of this planet? It is not to 

beconle discouraged but to realize that our survival is only and 

exclusively possible through holistic ecologism and to alarm, 

to infornl, to achieve and work together to educate society at 

every level to prevent the physical and mental infirmities 

which preclude solving our environmental and other problenls. 

fhank you. 
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Madam Prime Minister, 1 just would like to submit on your hands 

to thE! COHmlission two studiE:1s which have be~m on thE:1 iSSUE:1 of 

environmental sensitivities and environmental influence on the 

peOplE! . 

One, is performed by the loronto Board of Education concerning 

environmental pollution effecting our children and learning 

process at our schools, and the second is ecological sickness 

which Inany people are suffering and this assessment was done by 

the Ministry of Health of Ontario. I hope that those two books 

may help your Commission for the further and better 

understanding of the iSSUE! of tl'H:1 environmental prob1E:HII. 

Thank you vHry much. WH havE:1 many mHn to carTY them hE:1rE!. 

Before we break for coffee, I would like to call upon Mary Ann 

Jewer, Institute of Concern for Public HHalth. 

Thank you VE:H'y nluch, IVladam Prime MinistE!r' and CommissionE:1rs. 1 

am here on behalf of Or. Nossley Brittel who sent her apologies 

bHcause she very much wanted to be herH and because of her 

rE!searchE:1s in (;eneva at lhe moment. Our organization is 

pr'imar~i.ly concE:1rnE:1d wi th public hE:1al th pr'oblellls rE:dated to 

Inilitary, industrial and technological pollution of the living 

space in the environment. And today, we would like to be very 

practical and focus only to agencies that do exist now. And 

that is the International Atomic Energy Agency and the 

International Commission on Nadiological Protection. 

lhe developing nations rely heavily on information provided by 

these two agencies and recognizing very much the 
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rE!commendations that PY'ofC::1ssor COWE!I'l has wade about sE!tting up 

an international law agency, I think too that we have to do an 

evaluation of what exists and what kind of information people 

are getting. 

The International Atomic Energy Agency was founded in Vienna, 

Austria on the 29th of July 195~. Its main objectives were to 

seek, to accelerate and enlarge the contribution of atomic 

energy to peace, health and prosperily throughout the world. 

And to ensure, as far as it is able, that assistance provided 

by yet or added request or under its supervision or control is 

not used in such a way to further any military purpose. It is 

an intergovernmental organization with membership consisting of 

appointees and member states. 

According to the IAEA, peaceful uses of nuclear energy includes 

nuclear power plants and even nuclear explosions for canal 

building, harbor deepening, creation of underground reservoirs 

and the unlocking ot oil and gas reserves. It should be noted 

that for many years, these actitivies have been successfully 

blocked in the First World by environmentalists and health 

pr'ofE!$sionals. 

Some experiences have been disastrous as, tor example, the 

causing of an entirC::1 oil dE!posit to becolIlC::1 r'adioactive and 

unusable. Nuclear power reactors sales have been nil in the 

US, in Europe for many years even prior to the lhree Mile 

Island. The IAEA relies on the ICRP for its basic safety 

standards ' and this is the other agency lid like to deal with. 

OVE:1r the YC::1ars with its advocacy llIandatE!, it has beCOmE! a 

public relations organization for procedures of nuclear 

hardwarC::1. A case in point is a publication in 1981. Facts 

about low level radiation which has been distributed widely 

throughout the world to assure the public ot the harmlessness 

of routine radioactive waste release from the nuclear industry. 
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It examines carefully, one would see a disclaimer on page 2 of 

the booklet to the effect that the green field in figure 1 

represents the radiation level which is discussed in this 

leaflet. This level is about 2 .. , It is never mentioned that 

the recolnrnE!ndl::1d maximum r'adiation dosl::1 pl::1r year to the general 

public is five hundred ... and to nuclear workers is 5,000. 

The pamphlet contains misleading discussions of scientists who 

descent from their thesis that exposure to radiation is 

harmless.rhe public relations approaches are obvious to the 

fact that the scientists to whom it supposedly attacked are not 

given spaCl::1 to respond. Some of.its infor'mation is seriously 

flawed. for example, it refers to the tri-state leukemia 

survey as a study of children under the ages of 15. Whereas, 

it was a 48 million person study of all leukemia of all ages. 

Iheref ore, lAle re cOHlfnend that the I nternational Ins ti tu t.1::1 is 

r~1colflmendi ng tha t th~1 .1. A E.A be no longN' Illanda h1d to promotE! 

nuclear energy. It recommends the formation of an 

international advisory commission dealing with all energy 

forms. Such a commission could contain scientific experts 

speaking to both the benefit and hazards of the energy 

sources. No advocacy position should be assumed. Disputes 

should be mediated with due regard to scientific honesty and 

open dialogue not settled in a self serving bureaucratic manner. 

lhe structure of such an organization must necessarily be not 

intergovernmental. Melnber states involve in the promotion of 

unsafe technologies in the lhird World should not be able to 

screen acceptable scientists who will promote sales and place 

them in the agency board. 

As for its watchdog role, we believe this should be 

stnHlgth~HI~1d, eXhHlded to nriliti.'ljny nucl~1ar facilJ.ties and place 

directly und~1r the UN Disarmament Agency. Ihl::1 board of 1AI:::A 

should be freed of government ties and compel to take some oath 

of office as a truly intrnational public sector. 'I"he details 

of such an organization need to be fleshed out but the urgency 

demands immediate action. 
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On thE! ICRP, this organtzation was forlll~~d at the 6th 

intE,1rnaU.onaJ. rueeU.ng of the IntY'nationaJ. X·-r'ay and Radium 

PY'otE!c'cion Commission in London in 19!:>0. It was a medtcal 

association which was reorganized to include the physicists who 

had worked hard on the atomtc bombs during World War II. The 

organization was dominated by Britain and the US. It's 13 

m~~rnbE!r' comm:i.ssion set up in 1953 includE!d thr~1e British 

members, 4 Americans, 2 Germans and 1 each from Canada, 

Denmark, Sweden and ~rance. 

It was to establish itself as a recommending body setting 

permissible levels of radiation exposure for workers and the 

generaJ. public given the economic and social benefits of the 

activity. Apparently, the medical radiologists who had nothing 

to do with t.he setU.ng of the :U.wi ts except the work of thE:1 

physicists since they were assured that no limtt would be 

recomlllended for nH:1dicaJ. USE:1S of I"adiation. With exclus~ion of 

medical uses, the principal benefit for justifying radiation 

expOSUY'E:1 Wi'lS thE:1 production and thE:1 testing of nuclear bombs. 

Since 1950, the fCR develop a self-appotntod method of gaining 

new "rembers. No outside body can appoint a scientist to lCRP, 

even the World Health Organization. Their publications are 

self-centered and then produced by Pergamon'Press without the 

usual scientific pre·--y'evi~1w. I'hey also limit membership by 

exper'tj.SE:1 and elirllinatE! thoSE:1 pr'ofE:1ssions such as dirE:1ctors of 

publtc health or pediatrtcians, who must deal with their 

mistakes, estimates of cancer and birth defects. 

No other than their predictions of health effects have ever 

been allowed and the ICRP never opposed any of the serious 

Y'adiation pY'ob.Lerns wh"ich have occul"ed s"inCE:1 its forlllation in 

1950. for instance, they never took a stand against the 

aboveground nuclear weapon testing; they never called for 

venU.lation in uranium llrinE:1S; nE:1VE:1r obj ect:E:1d to x-rays 

indiscy'trrrinately to Py'~:!gnant women; and never put test to th~1 

excessive radiation exposures to part-time nuclear workers, 

even the deliberate exposures of young Inilttary personnel to 

nucJ.E!c~r ... failHd to elid.t a cOlTlment. 
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We are recommending that the lCRP should be deposed from its 

s€df-appoint(~1d position as an intel"natiomd. r€:1col'lllTl€:1ndj.ng body 

for Y'adiation expOSUrE!. lhE:1ir s l:ruc turE! pas t perfoY'manCE:1 and 

advocacy role in assessing risk for benefits has discredited 

thE:11f1. An organization needs to be formE!d IAlhich will df~al with 

the health effects of the military, the industrial and 

technological proposals. Ihis organization should be an open 

scientific society, non-political subject to fair review, 

unlimited to developing risk estimates. rhe risk benefit 

trade-offs are political economic not scientific questions. 

rhe ICRP believes that these two structural proposals will go a 

long way toward relieving the oppressive situation in the 

developing world which has been inundated with the advocate 

scientists claiming respectability and carrying endorsenlent 

from the UN organizations. ,'rue independence and national 

integrity demand truth telling and free flow of relevant 

inforlnation. Current structures which promote secret science 

and dissendnation of this informaU.on ar'e intolerablE:1 if the 

the global community is to survive and thrive. Thank you very 

much. 

I did announce the coffee break but there is one person that I 

have passed here and that's Joe Pacoleg. And if you can be 

relatively briefed then we can take with you this morning. Is 

that you, he's not here. In that case, we are taking coffee 

bl"eak. 

MORNING COFFEE BREAK 
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(tape unswitched) 

environment and the widespread recognition. We are moving along 

past of economic growth without clearly understanding the cost 

we are imposing on our natural environment, on our resources and 

END Of 'rAPE 11 - SLOE 2 

0061P/bb/30.11.81 
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TAPE 18 ... SIDE 1 

Morrdng 

May 2 'f, 1 9 8 'f 

. , .. today' s pr'€:1 s sur'€:1 s (I nth€:1 pIa ne t 's €:HIV i ronme nt and r'e s ou r'ce s 

arE! ins ignifi cant cOlllpiitred to wha t thE!y arE! Ii ke ly to be 20 

years from now. Clearly lessons have to be drawn and now paths 

need to be explored if development is to succeed. 

This j.s pr'€:1cisely what CIDA' s subnlission attempts to do. It 

looks back to dr'aw the lE!SSOnS needed to make assistance more 

efficient in the present. It looks ahead to set up desirable 

policies and strategiE!s. In the wor'ds usc::~d by the ComrrJ'.ission, 

it shifts fr'om an agenda deal:i.ng with E!nvj.r'onnrental €:1ffE!cts to 

one that focuses on causes and on prevention rather than on 

rE:1activ€:1 CUr'E:1S. 

CH>A's subndssion tr-j.E'~~:; to aSS€:1SS the real causes behind the 

steady dl:.~tE!y'ioration of the enviY'onrnent in Thir'd World 

countries. It reviews some of the lessons learned by both 

donor and recipient countries. It underlines the agency's 

attempts to address development and environmental issues and it 

suggests some alternatives and solutions. 

CIDA is honoured to have been asked to participate in the 

search for new approaches, perspectives and policies for 

dealing with these national and international challenges. We 

were anxious to take part because we share with the Commission 

the firm belief that lasting development rests on a sound, 

natural, healthy enviY'ol'llllent. t::xperiE!llCe has taught us that 

0067P/bb/30.11.87 
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the development process is likely to be inefficient and the 

benefits short-lived in the absence of a true concern for the 

environment. 

In lhird World countries, land misuse, deforestation, 

desertification and water scarcity are all closely tied to 

poverty and population pressures. Poverty is self-sustaining, 

a self-generating process that compels people to live in a way 

which destroy valuable soils, water resources and forests. 

Much of the environmental degradation is the result of the 

desperate search of the poor and the landless for such basic 

needs as fuel, food and water. Small farmers are held 

responsible for environmental destruction as if they had a 

choice of resources to depend on for their livelihood, when 

they really don't. In the context of basic survival, today's 

needs tend to overshadow consideration for the environmental 

future. It is poverty that is responsible for the destruction 

of natural resources, not the poor. 

Poverty and environmental degradation are often compounded by 

rapid populated growth which translate into increased human 

needs and intensified pressures on already scarce resources. 

rhe problC:1TfI is not simply orH:1 of numbC:H's, it is far mOI"e 

complex. It involves land sustainability, relationships 

between people and the environment, the degradation of natural 

resources and under-development. A major consequence of rapid 

population growth is the inevitable increase in the numbers of 

poor, living at or below minimum subsistence levels. 

Population growth is both a cause and an effect of poverty. 

Both tend to create groups of environmental refugees. 

I"he basic question today, is not whether to choose between 

envir'omnE:Hlt and dE:1vE:dopn.ent, r'athE:1r than it is how to sEdect 

patterns of economic development which are environmentally 

sound. lnternational co-operation is essential in devising a 

global economic system t:hat responds to thE! needs of Thiy'd 

World countries, as well as of the industrialized countries. 

Not only must we find .f1ore effective tools to treat the 
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symptoms of enviY'onrnental mismanagement, IAle must also addr'E:1ss 

its root causes: poverty and population growth, crippling debt, 

unfair terms of trade, fixed aid budgets and 

under-development. 

CIDA is currently re-evaluating its programmes in the light of 

our greater understanding of environmental concerns. In 

reviewing its performance, the agency found that certain 

univE!rsal lE:1ssons SE!E!lfl to emE:1rgE:1 from bilatE!ral and 

multilateral donor' act::i.vit1.es. SOllIe of the h~y lessons learned 

include the recognition that in the past decade some projects 

have not succeeded because they were not environmentally sound, 

and therefore not sustainable. 

This failur'(~!s often nHwl b:1d from lack of undE:1rstanding about 

the complex links between resources, population, environment 

and development. Others have achieved the objective set for 

them, but have not contributed significantly to genuine 

development. Donor and rec1.pient countries al1.ke can improve 

thE:1ir' dE:wE:1lopment pro~~rammes by emphasizing environmental 

managE!ments and y'ehabil1.taU,on by focussing on the needs of the 

people, particularly, the marginal groups and by widening the 

debate on environment and development, so as to achieve 

community understanding and support. 

S1.nce its creation, CIDA has devoted considerable attention to 

E~nviy'onment and reSOUY'CE:1 managE:1ment issues. Part of our 

submission describes the various ways 1.n which the agency lends 

support to environmental development projects in Asia, Africa, 

Latin America and the Caribbean. It rev1.ews some of CIDA's 

basic thrusts and it shows some of the achiE:welnents madE:1 in 

integrating environmental guidelines into the Canadian 

thwc~loprnent (:)ssistancE! plhogramlllE:1. 

In spite of this progress, CIDA 1.s fully aware that 1.t will 

have to continue to improve its importance (?) for its 

perfor'nlance. WE:1 must do so 1.n thE:1 fullE:~d co-'operation with our 

l'hird World partners. We are working on their projects in 
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their countries, and they are putting up most of the money, the 

manpOWE:H' and the wonlanpOWE:~r. WE:~ firmly believe that 

development assistance should be made more sustainable, more 

attuned to the needs of the people and therefore of more value 

to all. In other words, to be meaningful, clevelopmE!nt 

assistance has to concentrate more on the impoverished and the 

malnourished so as to meet their basic needs in a healthier, 

natural environment. 

ThE:~ subndssion also addrE:~sses some of the main issues r'aised by 

the Commission. ~or instance, it examines the close links 

between environment on the one hand and population, food 

security, agriculture, energy, forestry and industry on the 

other, as well as the growing concern over the development of 

human settlements and their relation to the environment. 

-, he final sE!ction 100ks at sOllie of the cha11engE!s and 

opportunities that lie ahead. We now possess a good 

understanding of the some of the factors that are shaping our 

future. Population growth and poverty emerge as dominant 

elements in developing countries influencing and cutting across 

all lllajor sectors of activity. rhE:1 21st CE:1ntury will SE~e a 

doubling of human population with greater pressures on natural 

resources. Half a billion people are already undernourished, 

millions more will be added each year. Without substantial 

changes in the management of our water, land, air and forest 

resources, it will be difficult to support the population 

projected for the next century. Other ecological disasters are 

not in the future, they are happening now. 

'-he future, in large parts, depends on the way we deal with the 

seriousness of a global scale depletion of our resources. 

National and international actions are needed to ensure that 

appropriate technologies are made available in order to 

increase productivity and greater emphasis will have to be 

placed on improving the welfare of marginal groups, particular 

women and the landlE!ss. We havE:1 the tool, the I<nowled~1e and 

the skills to build a more secure and more sustainable world. 
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What is needed is greater political will, increased 

internaU.onal co-oper'clt:ion and gr'eater community involvement. 

Environmental progress requires the support of an informed and 

alert public in developed and developing countries. We must 

think and act more as citizens of one world. We live on a 

planet with finite resources and a planet irrevocably 

interdE!pendent. We shi":u'e a common her'i tag(:~ as IJJell as a common 

future. We have a responsibility to manage the world ' s 

resources for the benefit of future as well as the present 

gE:H1E:1rcAtions. It is our' hope that the COlllmission will cH'r'ive at 

conclusions and recommendations for environmentally sound 

economic and social development in the decades ahead. 

Developed and developing countries desperately need your 

guidance. It will then be a matter of mobilizing the political 

will, nationally and internationally, to act together. I thank 

you, Sir'. 

lhank you ver'y much for your speech. In fact, this 

presE!ntation sounds Like a leaf out of the "IJJou ld be 

r'E:1commendations" of th(~1 Conmdssion and it is VE:1ry hE:1artEHdng to 

see that a great donor nation of eight partners is coming to 

gd.ps wi th the r'oot cause of thE:1 pr'oblE:HII. As part of our' 

philosophy, we are talking about under-development, that 

poverty is the greatest pollutant. lhank you again. 

I now calIon the second speaker. 

Mr Chairman, Madam Prinle Minister, Honourable Commissioners, 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

It is a privilege for me to be here today to address one 
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piH'ticular' factor' of d~:!velopment and E!l1vironmE!nt which, I fE!el, 

has been perhaps ignored or neglected and that is the role and 

integr'ation of women into both the deve 10pmC:1nt equa \: ion and 

into the environmental equation. l'he two are very much 
inteY'Y'elatC:1('j. 

Itls only been recently, in the last 20 or 30 years, of modern 

dc:wC:11opmC:1nt that dE!vE!.i.opmE!l1t plannc:1Y's cmd policy makers havC:1 

really come to appreciate womenls role in the economy and in 

U1C:1 developmE!l1t of agr"iculture, fisheY'ies, certain tYPE!S of 

energy and small scale business. It is less well recognized 
about thC:1ir' E!lwironment ilnpoY't. 

And, unfortunately, I think to a large extent, many of the 

programmes that are supposedly directed at all human beings 

still tend to treat women on the periphery and they tend to be 

trc:~atE!d on an ad hoc, piecemC:1al basis. So long as this OCCUY'S 

you will not achieve sustainable development, because you are 

only dealing with 50 per cent of the population. 

Before I go into some aspects of my paper, 1 like to draw a few 

paY'a1.1C:1ls bC:1twC:1E!n women and dc:welopment and (~nvirol1lnental 

iSSUE!S. Both are poor' sisters of devf:d.opment. Few r'f:1S0UrCes 

typically ar'e direch1d at thC:11f1 in ter'lfls of dollars or pE!rSOn 

years (7), often there is inadequate research on the linkages. 

Mention was made about economic cost-benefit analyses that do 

not adequately address the economic issues surrounding 

environment and also surrounding the integration of women. 

Both tend to bf:1 affJ.i.cted with I1Jyths. Vf:1ry often they r'aise 

high emotions and thE!r~:! is often ignoY'ance and apathy 

concerning both. Both are the soft edges of development, they 

are difficult to measure in dollars or to quantify with hard 

data. Both require holistic cohesive approaches, not the ad 

hoc piece meal tY'C:1atmE!l1t. Each needs to be fully inte~~y'ated 

with the others and seek other new alliances for reinforcement 

and support. More is known about women in development and 

about environment than every before, and more has been done 
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since the beginning of the international women's decade, since 

the Stockholm Conference. But the gap between men's and 

women's incomE!s is still largely 30, 40 pey' CE!llt. We have 800 

million women illiterates in the world and that is increasing. 

You know the environmental data and women tend to represent 

only ~ per cent of the senior management in the United 

Nations. But, fortunately, in the Norwegian cabinet they now 

Y'E:1prE!Sent 41 per CE:Hlt. Women in E:HIVironHlE:Hlt also suffE!r' from 

the lack of rE:1al poU.l:ical, E:1conomic and development cOHlTni-tlnent 

by most politicians, many development planners and even some 

NGO's. Nowadays, one sees in various pieces of documentation 

the rE!qui s:i. tE:1 word "woman II or' "W0I1H:1n' S pr'oglnarnrnes II • SOIHE:1time, 

you even see a paragraph, but the real integration doesn't 

always occur in the field, or even at the policy planning 

'hwels. 

Now, 1 like to refer to six particular sectors that I have 

raised in my paper. One is women and food production and 

agriculture: UN data shows that women produce 50 per cent, at 

least. of the world's food and that in Africa and Asia in many 

parts it is 60 to 80 per cent. ~ven in Canada, where we tend 

to think that the farmers are all male, at least 25 per cent of 

the farmers are women. 15 to 25 per cent of households are 

female headed due to many instances of lhe shift of men off the 

land. And women, and especially the female headed households, 

represent the poorest of the poor. Women's agricultural 

activities, obviously, have potential positive or negative 

implications for the environment, especially in lhe third World 

countries, but no less than here. But, whilst women's 

agricultural needs are beginning to be dealt with to a greater 

extent, certainly the environmental needs and information that 

they require, is not. Women are not privy to information or 

help about how their activities under traditional methods might 

help benefit the environmenl or even have a diletory impact on 

thE:1 environtTIE:Hlt. 
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For instance, most !Alomen ay'e involvE:~d in subsistencE! faY'lIring in 

the lhird World countries. Cash cropping is known to displace 

the subsistence agriculture and push it onto more distant, less 

fertile lands. l'hat has severe implications for the women, 

because they are the ones that often do the subsistence 

farming, and they are the ones that are pushed onto ever 

depleting, declining soils. 

Agri cuI tuY'al policies of ten proHloh1 Jarge inputs of her'bicides, 

pesticides, large scale technologies, rarely are the 

technologies, and I am not advocating necessarily large scale 

for mE!!'l or women, but E!VE!!'l the smaller scale om~s typically are 

not directed to the WOHlE:HI. The Jar'ge scale tE:1chnologiE:1s when 

they are directed to the men again result in diletory effects 

on the women. Herbicides, for instance HCH, is ingested 

through the soles of feet of the women working in the fields. 

It becomes part of the mother1s miJk and then that is taking in 

by the children. So you have severe health hazards arising out 

of it. 

lhE:1 more U.IIIE:1 that women have to spend j.rl th€:1 fiEdds furthE:1r 

and further' away fl"om homE:~ re s til t.S in a dE! c rea s E!d nutri 1.ion and 

l1Iore diseaSE!. -, here is another aSpE:1ct too of agrarian rE:1fol"rn. 

Typically, in the past in many countries, women have had 

traditional control over their lands. But with the decline in 

I/JOIII E!!')I s rE:llative contY'ol over tr'adi tional 1ands, you will find 

that wowen are having lE~ss and J€:1SS intE:H'E:1st in preserving the 

land that they traditionally looked after. 

Another aspect, 30 per cent at least of all food growing per 

year in the fhird World countries is lost to insects, rot and 

vermin, and our response has often been to throw pesticides and 

fungicides at thelll. Why not bui.ld on WOIIIE!n l s tr'aditiol1Cll 

knowledge of food processing storage to reduce those food 

losses and avoid enVirOl'lIflE!ntally damaging pE:1sticides. 

Improving the roh1 of women in agF'icul tUF'e tHld F'ural 

developlllent is more than equity. It is basic to meeting the 
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food needs of millions. Without womenls full integration into 

agriculture and the linkage of women to agriculture and to the 

environment in to a WOy' k able ilia trix, food produ c tion wiLL not 

reach its full potential. 

Second issues, women and enE:~rgy: In 1981, the implementation 

of the Nairobi New and ~enewable Resources Plan of Action 

stated; 11"1 he energy tri.Hlsition must includt::~ consideration as 

social dimensions, including the role of women as agents and 

beneficiaries of development in view of their special burdens 

as USE!rs and producE:1rs of enE!y'gy, E!spE!cially in ruY'al ar'eas. II 

In lhird World countries and in industrialized countries, women 

have been affected by dwindling resources, fluctuating energy 

prices and health hazards. But very few women, with perhaps 

one major exception in Canada at the present time, influence 

policy or remedies to energy problems. 

Most people here now know about household fuel shortages, fuel 

declines, ill1provt::~d cook stoves, but how many rE:1ally knolAl about 

the daily pressures on women to find fuel, how many know about 

the need of these women to have to use crop residues and dung 

as fuel rather than as fertilizers which leads to depletion of 

the soil, and the need for them to resort, if they can afford 

it, to costly 'fE!rtilizE!r substitutes. ThE:1 many heallh hazar'ds, 

likewise, related to the fuelwood situation and the need to 

resort to other types of fuel. 

But what about the failure to include women, in most instances, 

in improved stove planning, building and marketing. Ihere are 

various reports around that state that the reason that cook 

stoves that had been ilnproved do not work, because simply that 

women have not been involvE:1d. And it is a simpJE:1 fact that 

sinCE! they use them mos U.y, thE:1Y should be tnvolved tn the 

design, construction and marketing of them. 

Even the otl prtce fluctuattons have htt women. rhE:1Y have been 

sod.ally cwcl econondcally destabilizing; in SOIllt::1 countr'iE:1s as 

male labour foI10ws the flow. Construction of large 
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hydro-electric dams, is another thing, eviction of families, 

resettlements, elimination of marginal farmers. Very often the 

marginal farmers are the women. Again, they are the hardest 

hit with nowhere to go, no compensation. 

Women and forestry, that is related to the energy issues. We 

here a lot about social and community forestry. But I still 

see a real neglect of the genuine integration of women into the 

design planning, implementation and monitoring of these 

pr'oj eets, E!Ven though \AlomE!n in many countr'h~s, are very heavily 

involved in the maintenance and looking after the seedlings and 

the weeding. It is crucial to get them in and not just to put 

the nE!cessar'y word IWOrHE:HI" into th(~1 social for'E:1stry. 

Ihere is little training directed at women, by and large, in 

any of these areas. 

Fourth area, women and sanitation: adequate unpolluted water 

supply is 0l'H:1 of our most critical problems. Clean, safe 

water, obviously, is basic to survival, yet again, though we 

may have pr'ogrammes for pumps and we.Us and so forth, why are 

the women not involved in helping to determine the location of 

wells. Why are they not involved in the maintenance of the 

wells. Why are they not involved more in the training. We are 

still treating it very peripherally. 

Fifth, Women, Population Growth and Health: I am delighted 

t:hat the Commission has ac tually has grabbed the bull by t.hr:1 

horns in talking about population and its linkage, because I 

had noticed over the last five, six years, particularly, a 

number of organizations, be they bilateral, multilateral or 

NGOls wanting to avoid the issues of population growth. But 

you canlt ignore it, and I think here in the Commission, it has 

been brought out, and 1 think people are more aware of the need 

to link it in. 
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Another aspect, Canada: "he Canadian ~ederal Government and 

the Provincial Governments have no cohesive rational population 

policies in place, do not recognize the need for long range 

planning and have cut funding in family planning clinics. We 

haven't set a very good example in this area. 

Not unsurprisingly, women have something to do with the 

population and it has been really interesting that in the few 

populaU.on proj ~1cts thi.'lt 1 have IAlor'ked on the wOl1,en I s 

programmes had been about S per cent of the total project. And 

women had just been dealt with as a kind of add-on. Somehow, I 

think, they are rather central to the population issue. 

Finally, ther'e is oft(~!n the myth that wom~1n do not want 

population planning, family planning - they want very large 

famili~1s. lhj.s is tr'UE! in some countries, not in all. But the 

women that 1 have talked to, through women, with other women, 

and out of the presence of men have indicated that women want 

much ,nore planning facilities than has been indicated, and that 

also has environmental implications. 

Finally, women and appropriate technology: suffice it to say 

that, traditionally, technology has discriminated against Third 

Woy'ld women in the setting of the natuY'al E!lwir'onment and in 

the work and home environment. Likewise, in Canada and I wont 

go into that. What are we to do? 1 would like to hope that 

the Commission which has such a mandate that, in effect, is 

coming to the table with clean hands, with a clean slate will 

not I'JE!gate or' ignore the women I s role in developl1l~1nt and in 

environment. I have been very struck by the empathy and the 

sympathy of th~1 Conrmiss:i.oners, th~d.r willingn(~1ss to listen to 

people on a personal basis and on a collective basis, and 1 

don't always find this amongst our own politicians, I don't 

always find this amongst the international civil servants. And 

it gives a very warm feeling to observe this in you. 

Finally, 1 think we must take opporturl'ity to intE!grah1 \"JOm~1n 

fully. Women do exist who have the qualifications, whether it 
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is in the Thiy'd World or in Canada, women's organizations exist 

to help you rally around and lobby for environment. Rural 

women have a stake and they have lots of knowledge in this 

area. We have to tap it. We need more research and data on 

women's linkage to ~HlV-.1.rOnment and the econollric effC::1cts, IAle 

need more inclusion of other groups, we must stop talking to 

ourselves, we have got to pull in consulting firms, 

corporations, industries and so forth. And not just talk to 

the converted. We need more funding for training of voluntary 

organizations to build up their capability because if we are 

go-.1.ng to have, for instance, 2000 NGO projects, we make sure 

they have the capacity to handle them. 

Ihe decisions are hard, I know that there are high expectations 

for thE! ComntJssion. 1 just likE:1 to say sOI"fIE~thing that my 

daughter said to me. She said: Mother where are the leaders 

today? Because she was crying about the various environmental 

news stories that were coming over the press and in the 

newspapers, and she said: why aren't the leaders doing 

something? I think that you are the leaders and you can have a 

grE:1at impact: and if you can use any of us, 1 hope that you 

will. rhank you. 

Thank Mrs foster for a well researched presentation, not only 

on thE! situation of WOHlC::1n, but also on the Y'ole of WOIllE!!"l in 

devE:1lopnrent and in thE:1 protection of the environrnE:Hlt. The 

themes are certainly very high on the agenda of the 

COrHm:i.ssion. As you know, this Commission is hE:1adE:1d by (.~ VE:1ry 

distinguishC::1d lady, and WC::1 have two WOIIIE!n in our' COHllnission, 

one, Margarita de Botero, is here. She is really in the 

forE!front of t:he fight for dev~)lopment and l:he environmE!I'lt, 

normally in her native country but also in the whole of Latin 

America and therhird World. 
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rhe oti'lE!r mE!llIber is My's Agnelli from Italy. Unfortunabdy, she 

is not with us at this 11I€:~eting, but ShE! too is a h~ading p€:~rson 

in her own country. She is the Undersecretary of the Ministry 

of foreign Affairs of Italy. But our concern is not only the 

concern by the women Commissioners but every single one of us 

here is alive to the problem and alive to the role of women, 

and none of us share the vision of Sasha Getria (?) that women 

can be our superiors provided that they don't think that they 

alne our' equals. rhank you. I think now we go to the third 

presenter. Well, we have actually two presentations, but we 

start with Ivan Head, who would be followed by lazzard (?). 

Good morning, Mr Chair'man, Conmdssioners, Ladies and Genth~men, 

I am UH:~ first fr'action of the lDRC du~~t which begins at this 

rnorn€:Hlt and illY br'ief pr'E!S€:1nCe in lnesponse to your invitc'lti.on is 

intended to emphasize how highly IORC regards the work of this 

very important Comrnission. 

Ihe centre is stimulated in that respect by a natural joinder 

of events. 16 years, to coincide with the creation by the 

Parliament of Canada of IDRC in a bit of a kind of development 

mechanislll, the attention of Canadians was drawn incr'eas::i.ngly, 

and often for the first time, to the importance of 

environrnental issues. Not surprising to those who have 

followed his remarkable career, one person, Maurice Strong, 

played a central role in both activities. His was the major 

thrust for the novel lORC, he was the moving force that 

contributed so Illuch to the success of the Stockholm UN 

COnfE!rEH'lCe on the Human t:nvironlllen"t and of the cr~~ation of 

UN~P. 1his week, of course, Mr Strong is in New York, 

participating in the .... 

END Of l'APE 18 - SIDE 1 
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lr~pt: 18 .- SIDE 2 

Morning 

May 1 '/, 1 9 86 

Un Special Session on Africa in his role as Executive 

Co···-ordinatoy' of UN ElnE!rg~:1ncy Opera lions. rhis morning, at this 

impor'tal'lt rllE:H:1U.ng of thE:1 Comnlission which addrE:1ssE:1S the twin 

issues of environment and development to which Mr Strong has so 

long been dedicated, 1 wish to begin my remarks by paying 

tribute to him - a distinguished Canadian. 

IDRC's first board of governors chose to focus the Centre's 

attention on the then often neglected semi arid tropics, with 

particular concern tor the Sahelian zone of Africa. In that 

and in neighbouring regions, lORC has been supporting 

agricultural, forestry and environmental related research 

projects for more than 15 years - research projects chosen by 

the scientist of those countries, undertaken by them, in their 

own institutions, in their own countries for the direct benefit 

of their own countrymen. In this way, the research results and 

the competence gained stays in the country and region. 

1he Centre's torestry research programme in Africa is one good 

example of many, of how the developing countries can be 

assisted to build and maintain indigenous research capacity at 

the national level to resolve problems of significant 

envirOI'lIllE:Hltal, developrnE:Hltal and socio-econondc importancE:1. To 

emphasize the Centre's own emphasis on technical competence, Mr 

Chairman, Giles Lazzard, a distinguished scientist will now 

explain what lDRC means by its references to social forestry 

and to describe the major forest research needs in Africa at 

this time. 
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Mr Chairman, the environmental degradation in Africa and the 

pr'obleJrls bY'ought abou I: by increasing c1E!sE:~rtif1.cation and the 

shortage of fuelwood has been the subject of several 

international conferences and they are very well known. -rhere 

is a steady and increasing deterioration of the national 

environment in most areas of Africa. Since the planting of 

trees can go a long way to protect the environment, it is 

surprising that they are not springing up allover the place. 

Why is it so difficult to grow trees if they are so important? 

At lONC, we teel strongly that the active and voluntary 

participation of rural communities in tree planting is 

essential, and probably the only way that poor African 

countries can cope with the environmental problems created by 

the fuelwood shortage and the disappearance of trees from the 

landscape. 1he lDRC forestry programme, has from the start 

concentrated on social rather than on industrial forestry. 

1he key factors distinguishing social or community forestry 

from commercial forestry are the decision mak1.ng process, the 

source of land and labour and the distribution of the outputs. 

rhe various components of social forestry are based on tree 

farming includes the planting of trees on farmers ' fields of 

farm forestry, around villages that have v1.llage wood lots, in 

lines and strips, such as windbreaks and shelter belts, and in 

many othey' non commercial ways. 

For producing firewood or fodder, trees don't have to grow 

straight and they don't have to be planted in square blocks. 

Reforestion is not social forestry if it is primarily a 

government activity without significant involvement of local 

cOl1l1llunities. l[)RC has supported more than '15 foY'estr'y projects 

1.n Africa 1.n 18 different countries. We would like to share 

with you a few of the lessons that we have learned, 
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particularly, in one of the smallest projects we had in 

Nigeria, in the Zand~re region in the southern part of the 

country, and also of other forestry projects. 

The Nigerian project seems to be very simple. It was to assist 

villages to plant trees on available communal land in order to 

meet their needs for fuelwood and construction poles whilst 

improving the quality of the local environment. rhe objective 

of establishing 160 hectares of wood lots over a five year 

period was achieved and 59 villages participated in the project. 

On the surface, the project appeared to be very successful and 

Government officials were very proud to see that these forest 

plantations had been established. But before supporting a 

second phase of the project, we sent a sociologist who could 

speak the local language in order to ask the villagers about 

their opinion. 

It was found, among other things, that effective local 

participation in reforestation had been hindered by exclusive 

reliance on a community wood lot system, which was ill-suited 

in the local socio-political context to serve as a vehicle for 

reforestion efforts, powered and sustained by local people. 

Interviews with villagers revealed several constraints 

pertaining to land tenure, the ownership of the trees. 

No, there are rigid forestry codes in franco Africa, people 

cannot cut the trees even if they have planted them. lhere 

were constraints because the rainy season is short and it is 

conflicting with the food crop production and conlmunication 

with peasants which was largely in one direction, and several 

villages had been put under pressure to participate in the 

project. 

lhere are solutions to all these problenls, but project designs 

require a sociological analysis of the area to obtain accurate 

information about the tenure of the lands, population density 

of growth, about livestock, the species that farmers would like 
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to plant, labour availability, about community processes and 

about farmers willing to participate. 

One of our challenges in social Forestry is to identify 

precisely who in the corr~unity would do the afforestation, how 

is it going to be done to achieve long-term results. It can be 

an existing unit of an organization, like the family also, or a 

special group created for that purpose, like a co-operative. 

Stable social organization are particularly important in the 

case of tree growing which requires continuous support over an 

extended pE:1I"iod. 

Selected tree planting technologies for species selection, 

nurs E!ry d~w (::1ioprnen t, planting m~1thod and ulai 1'1 t~~nance HlU s t be 

appropriate. lhis finding of the proper fit between the 

technical elements of afforestation and the attributes of the 

units of social organization around which an afforestation 

strategy can be built is at the core of the co-operation 

between forestry experts, sociologists and planners. 

Imaginative incentive sys tE!lns can be dE!v~~loped IAlith 

sociological knowledge of the local culture and value system. 

I"here are several examples that that exists. Many countries 

have used school children to grow seedlings in the school 

yard. In the Nigeria project we have used the women to operate 

Itdni nur'sE:1d.es in the community. There is no need fay' largE:1 

expensive regional nurseries.l"here are many other creative 

ways possiblE:1. 

An important lesson learned is to involve the end-users, the 

far'mE!rS eilrly in the life of the proj ect by allowing foy' a 

combination of on-station and on-farm research. Another lesson 

becomi ng moY'e apparent is the impolntant role tha t NCO I scan 

have in bridging the gap between the researchers and the 

beneficiaries. Among the recommendations: successful tree 

planting require adequate prior research which in turn requires 

a capacity to carry out this research.lhis is along-term 

process that must start with training and continue with 
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institution-building and research and development activities, 

in that order. l"hrowing money at development projects without 

going through the pre-requisite is not a good investment. 

l"he planning effort needed to nleet the need of the people is 

enormous. It cannot be done by government departments with 

paid labour, this is far beyond the means of African 

countries. What is needed is increasing mobilization of the 

population which will grow tree crops in the same way as food 

crops. lhis will achieved only if greater attention is given 

to the human aspect of afforestation which is the essence of 
social forestry. 

lhere must be co-operation among government ministries and 

departments for unified action with farmers; co-operation with 

forestry experts, sociologists and planners is essential. 

I would like to finish by saying that since social forestry is 

a relatively recent innovation, greater support should be given 

to small research projects involving people in the management 

of natural resources. for projects that cover large areas, such 

as watershed management, more sociological research is required 
on the collective adaption of innovations. 

'"his has received much less attention froln the sociologists 

than the adaption of innovation by individuals. lhe problems 

that affect the acceptance or rejection of planting schemes are 

essentially social-cultural, economic and locally political. ? 

down government programlnes to plant trees, do not work. l"here 
must be a willingness to listen very carefully to what the 

villagers, men and women, have to say and to take their views 

into consideration in the design and the execution of the 
project. Ihank you, Sir. 
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lhank you very much, Mr Lessard, and I think now we go to the 

last pr'~1SE!I'ltor in this session, MichaE!l SW~1atman. 

M:i.chaEd. SW~1atIJlar.! 

Mr Chairman, MeJllb~1rs of the Conml:i.ssion, Lad:i.~1s and Gentl~1JlIen, 

It is an honour for mE! to be her'e today to speak to thE! 

Comndss:i.on and you on the subj~1ct of the Wor'ld Conservat:i.on 

Bank. I am a banker, and I am a life-long naturalist and 

conservationist. My proposal for a World Conservation Bank 

deals not with the nuts and bolts of such an institution, but 

rather why such an :i.nstitution is necessary and why the 

existing international institutions, be they bilateral or 

multilateral or whatever, will never be effective guardians of 

the earthls natural resource base. 1 have ten minutes, and 
1111 make ten points: 

A proposal for the World Conservation Bank is made today in the 

contex t of the Commission I s mandate to 1'::1xamine cri tical issues 

of environment and development, strengthen international 

co-opeY'ation on environment and dE!v~110prnI'::1nt, and to as S E!S sand 

propose new forms of co-operation, raise the level of 

understanding and commitment to action on the part of 

individuals, voluntary organizations, businesses and banks, 

ins ti t~utE!S, governments and agencies. ()sthe Chairman put it 

in hE!Y' address yestel"day, to quote "a fresh look at th~1 

critical issues of environment and development and to work out 
some concrete r~1colTll1l1'::1ndations for action". 
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Particular , the World Conservation Bank addresses the 

Corrnnission I s Mandate fay' Change. In response to the 

Commission1s conviction for the need for significant changes in 

current approaches , perspectives , attitudes , critical policies, 

co-operation between governments , businesses , science and 

people , certain forms of international co-operation , levels of 

understanding and commitment by people , organizations and 

governments , in recognition that things cannot go on the way 

they are and change must be quick and meaningful. 

Change cannot be effected without the creation of appropriate 

vehi c 1 (:1S . If I go bac k to the 19lW I S I the time of th(:1 then 

international fIIonetar'y crisis I it took th(:1 Br(:1ton Woods 

Conference and thereafter the creation of the World Bank and 

the IMf, then seen as macro solutions to then a macro problem. 

'foday we have environmental crisis of global proportions , and 

although we have international environmental organizations of 

repute , such as IUCN and UNEP , somehow the job is not getting 

done. 

lhe lHuJ,ti.later'aJ. and b:i.1.ateral agenciE!s, with the possible 

exception of USAID , have a pretty dismal record 

envir'onrnentally. What is wrong? Again 1. qUOh1: IIsome of our 

present difficulties probably arise from the feeling that many 

of our institutions were designed to deal with an earlier 

generation of issues. foday1s issues require comprehensive 

appr'oclches. But they clr(:1 impeded by insU.tut:ional 

independE!ncE! I fragmenta tion and nal~row mandates. II 

PrecisEdy .... Can these instituU.ons change their ways cHId 
inflict less damage to the natural resource bases through the 

projects they finance? 

Certainly they can and will improve and they may finance fewer 

undesirable projects. But in spit(:1 of recent cOlOrnitrn(:1nts to an 
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increased environmental awareness the saga continues, and the 

second and third Botswana development projects are but one 

current example. In my experience, you cannot teach an old doy 

new tricks, or environmentally a leopard does not change his 

spots. We need at least one new international institution. 

This is not a basic pr'oblenl and 1. r'efer to the "we and they" 

gap. 

4. Public ... alJ.fLE.rivat(~1 ....... §..~.Lctor~ 

I'he private sector, full of energy and talented people, who 

sureIy must playa b:i.99€H' roI€:1 in the soJ.uU.on. The pubJ.ic 

sector possessing huge resources but ever wary of the private 

sector. 1his gap is probably more acute in the us where 

relationship between the two sectors has become quite 

confrontationaJ.. Our own Minister of the ~nvironment yesterday 

surnmE!d it up by saying. and 1 quote ilitis of paramount 

importance that a better balance be struck between the 

Y'C::1sponsibilities of the public and pY'ivate sectoy'sil. This 

issue. 1. beJ.ieve, is one of the most vital importance in terms 

of mi.~king progress on the enVirOI'lIllC::1nt front. 

~. Wor)L<';:Qn.§.€:1!~vaU.orLJ.g!11k.: A concrete proposal 

In rE!cognition of whatc~ver happens we neE!d mor'e rnOI1C::1Y, both new 

money and rechanneling of existing money. the shareholders of 

the World Conservation Bank represent partnership of both 

publ:i.c and pl":i.vale S(~1ct:Olns in an €:1ffort to bridge the "we and 

thC::1yi' gap. They will consist o·r governments, agencies, 

bilatE!raJ.s. multilab:1rals, pr'ivcltE! banks, IllultinationaJ.s, 

foundations, NGO's, citizens and so on. Everybody will be 

there. Clearly the public sector would provide most of the 

funds. the private sector would be compensated to some extent 
by more votes. 1here would be a close liaison at all times 

between the private and public sector organizations dealing 

with the environment. 
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The World Conservation Hank would derive funding from a variety 

of sources, including share holders, the world monetary 

markets, private banks. It would involve the softlands (?) if 

it had a deficit it would be topped up by the shareholders 

annually, it would be viable institution. In a sense it could 

be pictured as the World Bank standing on its head, i.e. 

environment first. 

A simple diagram which sees an inverted triangle of the World 

Conservation strategy and the World Conservation Uank, the two 

together equal sustainable development. It would fund anything 

within the definition fences of the World Conservation 

Str'ategy. Staffed by E:!xtrelllely highly profE:~ssional peop1E:~ with 

environmental awareness and it would be looking at things like 

environmental rates of return for environmental projects. 

Nothing would be a greater waste of time, certainly mine, than 

to form a World Conservation Hank with a few million dollars. 

Let us put the issues into some perspective. Up to 100 billion 

dollars US is received by developing nations from donor 

countries every year. How much of this 100 billion dollars is 

spent directly on environment is hard to guess, but if the 

World Bank is an example, not very much. 

In thE! 1985 Annual I~epor't of the World Bank, I quotE:1 IIDir'E:1ct 

involvE!lllent in envirOnnlE:Hltal conCE:~rns is typically nrinor' in 

relation to amounts invested in large scale development 

projE!ctS". 1n 1984 th(~! Bank invE:~sted about 800 ndllion it what 

may be considered as b~dng envir'onrnental pr'oj(;1cts (mainly 

water, supply, sanitation and reforestation). Yet a recent 

rE!port fr'om the publici'.'.Ition i'lhe PE!tln oleurn tconornist il informs 

us that if the price of oil stays at $15 per barrel for one 

year, indu s trial coun trtE:1S It k ely \JJOU Id s av E:1 100 uri Ilion 

dollars US in 0nE:~ yeal". So the money is thE:H'E:1, sOlllewher'e. 
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World Conservation Bank would have initial paid up capital of 1 

billion dollars, raising another 4 or ~ billion dollars on the 

world mOnE!y mal"kets. If you look at this in r~~lation to th~1 

ar'ms !"aCE:1 and thE:1 cost of the arms raCE:1, cJ.E:1arly there has to 

be a fit somewhere, the trick is how to harness it. 

rhe World Conservation Bank would work within the framework of 

the World Conservation Strategy. It would underpin the World 

Conservation strategy and individual national conservation 

strategies that flow from the WCS. At the World Conservation 

strategy Conference in Ottawa in a few days time, I will 

underscore that there is a pressing need to turn strategic 

initiatives and plans in developing nations into an array of 

practical plans of action. "his task will require 

institutional initiativE:1s, amongs·t th~1HI the World ConsE!I"vation 

Bank. 

It is proposed that in addition to a new international money 

organization, there is need for a parallel people 

organization. Not a World Conservation Corps, as has been 

previously proposed, but a service of professional people, some 

of whose qualifications would cover the Conservation forum. I 

believE:1 Icor'pS" suggests "youth", and wher'E:1 1 have absolutely 

no problem with your per se, I believe that developing nations 

are tired of well meaning visitors froHI overseas coming to show 

them how things should be done. 

1 think what we need is a developing service of extremely 

professional people who would provide expert advice and 

assistance and education to countries in need, and in turn 

would act as a conduit (this is World Conservation Service) for 

education and multinational organizations to receive people 

from the developing world for further education and so on in 

environmental affairs. A pilot pr'ogralfllm~ is curr'ently underway 
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with two universities in the states. Perhaps, to take an 

advanced example, limawik (?) could serve as a world model, 

although there are clearly some lessons to be learned there 

from. World Conservation Service would be funded in part by 

the World Conservation Bank. 

As a banker, clearly, I must cover the point of '"hird World 

debt. 10 discuss the world wide conservation issues without 

inclusion at some point of thE! inh1rnational debt implications 

can be likened to playing a game of hockey without a puck. Ihe 

result would be equally predictable or unpredictable. for some 

countries the debt issue is the single most important economic 

issue today. 

And as we were reminded in the Chairman's address yesterday, 

the commission is a body based on the growing awareness of the 

mutual interdependence of the environment and the economy. As 

a bankE!Y', 1 am bound to inform you that int~H"na)cional banks 

will be serviced and in some instances repaid or refinanced. 

A t waY's t, som~~ wi 11 bE! managE:1d-"down ov E!Y' a per iod of tilne. As 

a conservationist, 1 an, alarmed at the devastating effects on 

the environments of sOlne countries caused by the servicing of 

international debt obligations. 

World Conservation Bank would look for ways to use the 

international debt obligations of particular countries as a 

lever. One example faY' instance, is to provide a vehicle of 

exchange of envirorll1lental aSSE:1ts on the one hand for

international debt obligations on the other. A rather complex 

problE:1Jll, but: one that .1. think has SOIllE:1 mE:1rit. This would wor'k 

through the World Conservation Bank and involve the 

co-operation of sOllle of the international banks and, of course, 

the countY'ies involvE!d. f.) second examph~, particularly in the 

low income countries, is to arrange for the loan interest 

repay,nent to remain in local currencies, and to be reinvested 

into programmes in thOSE:1 countr'ies. 
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My final point rests on political will and returns us full 

circle to the Commission. Without the political will and the 

determination to effect change nothing much will happen. What 

is needed is a bold new initiative, a call for action for both 

sectors now. 1he role of US government is critical, but Canada 

can make a significant contribution. rhe World Commission is a 

good start, and we are fortunate in having such an eminent 

chairman and panel of members to represent the cause. Good 

luck with your deliberations and thank you. 

Mr SWE:~atl1fan, thank you VE:H'y much for your innovative idE:~as. It 

is really refreshing to see a banker looking at the problems of 

environment in the way that WE:1 look at them. You have talked 

about the gi3.b between II them and us 11 • In fac t, jus t bE!f ore I 

recognize the other speakers, just give me an idea ... 

Almost a month ago a confer'E:1nCe was h(.;!ld in Rome of or thE:1 

protection of tropical forests, and that conference was held 

under the aegis of fAO, World Bank, UNOP and the WRl, and they 

came out with a plan for the protection of tropical forests, 

what they called the fropical forest Action Plan, and the 

problen" of course like with all plans, is that it needs a 

IlrinimuHl of 8 billion dollars to be able to implement this plan. 

But the id(~1a, and maybE:! that will give you SOI1'(~! food for 

thought, is ... which has been followed by some people, and in 

fact acted upon by Japan, is using the windfall made by 

industrial countries from the drop in the price of oil, which 

is estimated at 60 - 100 billion US dollars. Japan decided 

that what is doing make a profit in that, part of it, I think, 

is going to go to IDA, but perhaps IDA would not be the best 

institution, and, in fact, your idea parallel institutions 

might be thE:1 proper IA/ay of taking things. Anyway, that is my 

own personal view, and now 1 would calion Janez stanovnik: 
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Yes, Sir, I would first like to congratulate you on this well 

thought out paper. I would have a question because I think 

that this is a matter which may very well become one of the 

l"eCOlmnE!l1dations of our' COlnrnission, and I will thE!refol"E! sear'ch 

for certain technicalities or possibilities of approach. 

But bE!fore I come to that, I have som~1thing \JJhich I would like 

to clarify in your paper, namely on page 14. You are saying 

and I quote II the Uni tE!d sta tes has to bE! admired for the huge 

subsidy that it has indirectly provided to the lhird World 

through its growing trade deficit at great cost to many sectors 

of i ndu s tr'y and agri cuI ture in the Uni ted States. II A sIs ee 

from the rest of your paper, how well intentioned you are, I 

would like to clarify this issue of subsidy first on evidence 

of at least one country in question. 

It just happens that this country is called Yugoslavia. This 

country has to pay this year 1986 for its debt obligations 4.1 

billion dollars. Its total export receipts are planned to be 

in the ranges of $10 billion, which means that 41 per cent of 

the total export receipts will go fo repayment of debt. Now, 

of course, this is a terrific export effort which countries 

making on the way that we are at the present selling (please 

this is a little bit confidential) .. WE! are at the prE!~Hmt time 

selling 60 per cent of our export by the prices which are lower 

than the domestic pl"oducer prices. Now, this of COurSE!, is 

then translated into the huge domestic inflation. 

Now, if anybody would E!nquire whel"e fr'om does corne the 

phE:HIOmenon that today the world "South" is transf er-ring net 

resources to the amount in between 30 to 40 billion dollars 

because of the debt repayment, because the total debt repayment 

in 1986 from South to North is 145 billion dollars, then, of 

course, one could well see what this does to international 

trade and how this so-called subsidy really goes around. 
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I know what probably has been misleading you, were the figures 

for 1984 WhE:lrE:) the illlpor't from the dE:lvE:l1oping countries j.nto 

the US was truly tremendous. (1 think it was something in the 

range of 25 - 30 per cent increase in one year), but the 

figures which GAlf has published for 1985 do not anymore show 

the same. Even if they would call trading for, let me say, 

dumping prices we would call this subsidy, it would probably 
not anymore true in 1985 and 86. 

But the true reasons for my taking the floor is your truly 

ingenious proposal. lhis has emerged in the earlier 

discussions and it was called the Bank for the so called 

Non-self liquidating Projects, and 1 think that environmental 

projects are indirectly productive, but are not projects 

directly for a banking operation. We have had classical 
examplE:1 of Afr'ican ..... . 

END OF l'APE 18 - SIDE 2 
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in domestic ... so that the countries would not need to earn 

foreign exchange and dump the creditor countries. But it would 

be accumulated in a domestic currency and would then be spent 

for environmental projects where 1 would be second to none to 

advocate that creditors and debtors together should decide how 

this money in a banking way should then be spent but in 

domestic CUrTE:HlCY. BeCaUSE:1 this is thE:1 way how to avo:i.d this 

phenomenon which r have been quoting so that nobody will be 

blaming the other that he is exploited or that he is being 
subsidizC::1d. 

lhis is a very good question and it is really the core of the 

international debt problem - how can we affect, how can the 

syshHn afh:1ct reliEd; of SOllIe kind or' other to nab.ons faced 

with these colossal burdens. I think just one point 1 would 

like to make, that is that rates of interest are set by the 

market place, 1 think we have learned in the past that if you 

tamper with that you tamper with it at your peril, 

The banks by and lar9(~ are not making today very Inuch in terms 

of interest rates spread on an international debt, because they 

are pay ing for' thos e funds out of the mOnE!y Inarkets and on 

lending those funds on a continuing basis to international 

debtors, and their interest spreads, depending on the rates 

evolved, would be may be 100 basis points, 1 per cent or 2 per 

cent, or whatever, they are not 6 or 1 per cent. 
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If you were going to look at trying to narrow the gap of the 

real interest rates, we are now getting into macro economics, 

and that is not really my subject, and 1 think that would take 

a major debate in itself. l"here is an organization called the 

Institute for International Economics, which you may be aware 

of, and I think they are doing some excellent work on the 

subject and recently produced a booklet, I think, illustrating 

24 different ways that you could try and ameliorate the 

international debt problem for debtor nations, and I recolmnend 

that work from that organization for further study. 

rhe fact of the matter is that the banks don1t really have the 

bottom line capacity. They don1t have sufficiently fat 

pr'ofits, eVE!n that though sornetilllt:.~s that SEH:~rns to be the 

perception. 10 take large dollops of loan write-downs or 

interest rate reductions, rather across the board, because we 

are talking about so much money, we are talking of nearly a 

trillion dollars of international debt. it is just too much 

for most banks to handle in terms of taking a stance. 

Once you give interest rate reductions for one country without 

given rate reductions for them all. And, in fact, already the 

trend is towards interest rate reductions and 1 believe that 

Mexico and one or two other countries in Latin America have 

already negotiated substantial reduced rates of interest. which 

m(:~ans the biHlks ar'e making a fairly sllla1l r'(:~turn on thos(:~ 

loans. And some of these loans are fairly long term. 

So if we want to address this, and it is a major problem and 1 

sugges ted in my paper Lhat it is a maj or probleln. 1 don I t think 

we are going to resolve the environmental problem world wide 

without making more progress on the international debt. I 

think we have to make more progress in this area. And I think 

that it mel"its a major' conference in itself to address this 

problem in a very professional way with the major pairs at that 

conference, i.e. the private banks, the governments, the 

multinationals and bilaterals and the developing nations 

thernSE!lves. 
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In fact, there has been talk about a super bank which would 

constitute those five memberships, which would try to act as an 

intermediary and try to soften the load on developing nations. 

But this is a very complex issue and one which, 1 believe, 

needs to be addressed and not side stepped. I think the banks, 

bE:1causE:1 thE:1 amounts of I1loney ar'e so large, thE:1 banks clearly 

are not comfortable without coming out in the open, coming out 

to the public and discussing these issues. 

It is a problem, it is being IlIanagE!d, it is bf::1ing managed well, 

it will be managed-down over a period time. lhe Canadian 

goverrllllent has adoptE:H1 a ver'y responsible attitude towards 

this. lhe Canadian banks are providing and making provisions 

every year towards this basket of countries which is considered 

to be long-term in terms of repayment, if you like. And it is 

a very complex probleln, but nonetheless one that needs to be 

addressed if we are to find a solution, hence the inclusion in 
my papE!r. 

But the World Conservation Bank, 1 think, can use that problem 

as an opportunity, and I think if we can get individual 

countries, in exchange for some kind of relief on international 

debt obligations, makE! cOHlIrri tments in rE!Spect of enviY'onmE!I'ltal 

assets, 1 think 1 can give examples, but perhaps we would be 

invidious to quote individual examples, but I can think of 

clE:1ar' (;1XalllpI(;1S of wher'E! countri(;1s couId undertakE:1 to comrni t to 

preserve, conserve, manage or prove, Inanage their resource base 

in such a way that they would have derived substantial 

long-ter'llI E!conomic benE!fH:s, although there lTIay be in sOHle 

instances short-term costs. I hope that answers your point, 

which is a very pertinent, a very important one. 

I now calIon Michael Dense. 
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Mr Chairman, Commissiol'lE:1rs it is my happy duty to repr'eSE:1nt the 

Royal Society of canada here this morning as the senior body of 

scholars in Canada. One can say that the society has addressed 

itself to environmental iSSUE!S fl~OIll the beginning. 

In its first volume of transactions it has articles concerned 

with forestry practices in Canada that is a 104 ago. We have 

submitted to your Commission a number of recent studies, a 

select: .. ion of 30 or IIIOY'E! that we made in thE:1 last few year's, 

which are particularly pertinent to environmental concerns. 

Now 1111 just list a couple ot them tor the benefit of the 

audi e 1'1 c E:1 to gi v e you some idE:1a s of thE:1 r'ange of ou Y' i ntE:! rE:1 s ts 

and concerns here. 

One has been on acid deposition in North America. lhese 

studiE!s, of course, arE! largely in the Canadian or North 

American context, have been undertaken in part for the 

Depar'tment of I:::nvironm~Hlt in Canada and, in some cases, have 

been in collaboration with the National Academy of Sciences of 

the United States and other bodies. 

·'he second one has been on the Great Lakes Water Quality, the 

evolvinginstrurnent for' ecosystE!1rt managE!ment, consideration of 

progress that has taken place in the Great Lakes of North 

America and what remains to be done there. 

A third one was on nuclear winter and the associated effects, 

t:he Canad ian pers pe cti \) e on that impor'tant global problE!Irt. 

A fourth one, still in progress, is lead in the environment, in 

particular the COITMission that: is working on that is addressing 

the problems of lead in gasoline and the problems associated or 

the alternatives to lead in gasoline, and those reports have 

just COITIE:1 out and thE:1 cOI1I11d.ssion will be rE:1porting in fuJ.J. at 

the end of this year. 
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let me mention just briefly another study which is in the 

proposal stagE:l at this point in tillie. And t/'ds is t/'1E:l Canadian 

interest of possible contributions to a proposals that has been 

put to the International Council of Scientific Unions for a an 

international progralmne on global change in the biosphere and 

geosphere. We see this as a programme which we hope will be 

adopted in the next two years and go on perhaps for the next 

decade. lhere is considerable international interest in this, 

and there has been contact between those trying to develop a 

Canadian programme and colleagues in the United States, in 

Britain and in the USSR in recent months, and we will continue 

wi t h the s E:l . 

We have prepared a submission which, if approved as a Canadian 

submission next month, will go to the next congress of the 

lnternational Council of Scientific Unions in September. Let 

me jus t mentioned perl'H!.Ips one or two of the par'ticular points 

that we are tr'ying to make in this submission. WE:l ar'E! t'lgain 

concentrating on Canada as a continental sized landmass, 7 per 

cent of the world's landmass and a large green environment 

around thcitt. 

From the point of view of both its context in the North and 

South American continental landmasses and as an arctic country 

and having its connections across the arctic circle. And we 

see that there are a nUlober of special aspects to that that we 

feel that Canada can make its biggest contribution to a global 

conCElrn. 

lhe problems that 1 have just touched on of the arctic 

environment, which is dominant in Canada, this brings along the 

problems of the special ecosystems in Canada, the arctic 

systems, pE!atlands, boY'eal (?) forElsts and cE!rtain pr'oblEllfls 

introducE:ld by Illankind I s activiti.E:ls, lihl soil dE:lgr'adation and 

so on. We felt that Canada, as a relatively pristine 

environment 500 years ago was really an excellent place to 

examine the record of change OVElY' these 500 yl;:lars sincl;:1 wElstern 

man has invaded it and produced and impact. 
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We recognize it does not have some of the big problems of 

population growth, but nonetheless it is an excellent change 

with an excellent historical and geological record developing 

to assess the impact of resource utilization, energy 

utilization, industrialization of the country and the problems 

that iH'E:~ dE:~vE:dopj,ng dUE! to the fact that Illan is now HIH 

dominant agent for change in the environment. 

Fourth, we would hope to make real contribution to the problems 

of d!::wEdoping methodology and data basE!s, not silflply fY'orn the 

point of view of just assembling large amounts of data and 

doing things like co-ordinate satellite data with ground data, 

and so on. Although that is very important, we feel that this 

is an opportunity to develop the language by which data bases 

can corr~unicate across the disciplines. 

Again we arl::~ attl::~mpting to emphasize that Uris study l}..rill CY'OSS 

traditional boundaries in the geological and earth sciences, in 

the biological sciences, in the social sciences and the 

humanities, and the Canadian study would therefore be a major 

contribution to a world study and to improving the dialogue in 

all matters concerning environment and development. "'hank you 
very much. 

Thank you. 

The idE:~al ... for bringing up thE:~ pr'oblE:1m of social '" in the 

AfY'ican l::~nVil~onrnent. The Commission is fully aware of this 

problem and we had a long discussion about it in Oslo last year. 

'rhe problem of desertification in Africa is a much bigger 

problem than acid rain or nuclear waste disposal and so on 

which ar'e pY'oblellls of affluence and the countri!::~s that ar'e 
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cY'eating Uris kind of py'obl(;:~m have the means, the technology, 

the money and so on to solve these problems. But the problem 

of desertification, cutting down of the trees, especially in 

the Sahel, has led to a catastrophe which was brought very 

vividly to the homes of affluent people in the West, allover 

the world on your television screens. 

The dying people, dying animals, dried up country side, 

desert. Now this is caused by poverty. Drought in itself is 

not something that cannot be controlled or dealt with. But 

when poverty makes it necessary for the people to cut down the 

trees for fuelwood, to cut down the trees to grow crops that 

are needed by the affluent countries for export and so on, this 

has IE!d to deserti·ficat .. ion OV(;:1r moY'e than a decade. 

lhe drought started in about 1972, and in the Sahel of Africa, 

we had this drought for more than a decade no\.u. And what has 

happened is that the cutting down of the trees without 

replacement has led to desertification which has made the 

drought led to famine. And therefore the emphasis given by 

lORG to this probh~m is really VE!ry welcome indeed, and we know 

that today the world has been shocked into action since last 

year with the Band Aid and live Aid and so on and now Sports 

Aid. 

But most of you do not really understand what is happening, 

what is the reason for this? 'rhe reason is simple. 

Desertification, and I hope that this point of view which has 

been brought up here by the lORe can really go down to the aid 

agencies of other countries as well. Not the Government 

agencies but also the non government ones. Because unless we 

can plant trees, unless we can involve the village people in 

the Sah(;:1l in the rehab:i.litat:ion of the environment, thE!n we 

have really very little hope. So 1 like to congratulate the 

Canadit"ln IORG team and I hope that thE! public will realize this 

and will help the government, your own government, our 

governments, our peOplE! to solve this problE!!n. fhank you V(;:H'y 

ITluch. 
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Thank you Shaib. Now IAJE:1 havE:1 only haH· an hour bE:1for'E:~ lAse 

disperse for lunch, but we would like to try to make good use 

of this half hour, and 1 am sure there a few of you who would 

like to make some intE!y'ventions on some of the impoy'tant issues 

raised. But before 1 point out to the members of the audience, 

I want to give the floor to Jennifer Harker. 

Mr Chairman, 1 represent an engineering firm and as people who 

plan, design and build things we teel that we have developed a 

cost-effective, environmentally sound approach to environmental 

assessment and I would like to speak very briefly on this now. 

We believe that there are two important features of 

environmentcll assessHlE.~nt. l·he first is the complete 

integration of environmental assessment in the design phase of 

project, and the second is the seoping of the environmental 

assessment to meet specific project needs. In the integration 

of envir'onmE!I'ltal as ses sment and dE!S ign, environmental 

considerations are instrumental in the formulation of 

engineering and planning alternatives, in the evaluation ot 

alternatives and in the design construction and operation of 

the pr·ojt::1ct. 

for example: Route alternatives for roads are generated in such 

a way as to minimize disruption of agricultural operations by 

following existing lot lines or historic lot patterns. By 

seoping the environmental assessment we are able to tocus on 

significant issues and identified concerns. Key issues are 

identified early in the project through discussion and 

consultation with government agencies and local inhabitants, 

and might include, for example, protection of water supply, 

prevention of soil loss and preservation of sensitive 

t::1cosystems. 
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EI~~rnents of this prOCE!SS are cOlTlmonly used in Western woy'ld 

project planning, yet rarely has the whole spectrum of 

environmental effects been part of the planning in developing 

countries. Where environmental measures have been implemented, 

the benefits generated including the damage costs avoided have 

generally been greater than their cost. An analysis of costs 

and benefits to the sponsoring country and the host country 

supports our approach. We hope that the Commission will take 

our views into account in the preparation of your final 

rf;1port. Thank you. 

Anybody who wants to make a remark? 

Mr Chairman, there has been a fair bit of discussion this 

morning of the need to build public awareness, public support 

and therefore political will for move on environmental 

management. I would like to address another driving force, and 

1 think it is important. Certainly, in the context of 

development assistance, and it draws on a couple or papers of 

Theodora Foster and Jeffrey BrUC~1. The wi11 at the 

bureaucratic level at the top of organizations and 

institutions, multilateral and bilateral, 1 think is very 

impoy'tant for change as well. 

I think, an example from the Canadian International Development 

Agency, Women in DE!velopmE!l1t programme is a noteworthy mOV~Hnent 

forward in which there has been a policy on Women in 

Development adopted. ·rhey have developed guidelines for 

irnplE!mentaU.on, and th~H'~1 eV~1n is a nIOV~1rnent: now into specific 

programlTling ini tiativE!s in Women in Development. And I believe 

that that is largely been at request and because of the 

interest of the president of that agency, Mrs Catley Carlson. 
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I Urink there is time nOIJJ for envirOnmE!nt and developmE!I'lt to 

also gain that type of support at the senior levels in these 

agencies. 

And 1 must COI1H1I€:~nd Mr Bruc€:~ t-or' th€:~ movem€:mt that CIDA is now 

lnaking into developing environmental programming, targeting 

programming t-or that purpose, and 1 hope that they will 

develop, and I encourage them to develop specific environment 

policies, environm€:HltaI manag€:~m€:1I'It and d€:~velopl1l€:Hlt policy and 

to make it a public policy so that all Canadians can 

participate in that. 

Concerning the Sahel problem ot- drought, 1 think it would be 

wise, and I am speaking on behalf of a large number of 

scientists, call€:~d th€:~ Planters Association of ... , to consid€:~r 

that thi s dr'ought has beE!!'! caus ed by thE! 24-hour end s s ions 

produced from the Soviet Union in extreme low frequencies that 

have b~~en able to deflect various 1fI0VE!Jnents of air and other 

fluid masses in the atmosphere, and because the technology 

involved is quite advanced and very little understood, it has 

been skiIT~ed over as a possibility ot- at-fect. 

But it is ver'y interes t.ing t.hat thes e ~~x tr'~~lfIe low fr'equenc y 

emissions have started a t-ew weeks before the Sahel drought 

started, and are still going on. I would therefore ask you, as 

has been stated here in Ottawa a t-ew years ago by the 

International Council of Scientific Unions head, Mr Croyd Skio, 

who is a Soviet scientist too, that it is very important it- we 

want to keep a clean earth that we must be very careful about 

how we use electromagnetic t-ields, such as extreme low 

frequencies in constant propagation. I"hank you. 
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My name is Yves Jordan and I have 20 years of background in 

water management research and experimentation. I was very 

interested in listening to what has been said this morning, but 

I noticed an impoy'tant peg lnissing. It was alluded to by a few 

people but never in a real institutional way. lhat is 

governments, that is international bodies are incapable really 

of doing things happen off the ground. 

What is to be introduced that is a very delicate thing, it is a 

level of decentralization where you give back the 

rE!sponsibil.ity of development, not only economic development 

but also EHlvir'onrn€:Hltal i.\lnd human d€:~veloplll€:1nt to th€:~ p€:HStsants at 

the grass root level. If you donlt do that the present trend 

will go on because in spite of all the money which was spent 

over the last 30 years on environmental concerns, the balance 

is negative, we have not improved the situation. On the 

contrary, it is deteriorating everywhere, in the Sahel, in the 

developed countries, it is deteriorating. 

The HlE!aSUY'~1S taken, thE! fclmous ~1nvironmE!I'lt:cd impact stat~Hnents 

are biased, slanted , because governments have short-term 

COnCE!r'nS for rentability, for money back. That COmE!S fr'om tax 

and tax comes from activities which hav€:~ an economic r€:1turn. 

Until we do give something to do and to decide to the lower 

level there is no hope that weill do something. 

Now, to b~1 br'ief, there are many rE!asonS for that to bE! so. 

OrH:~ is, too Illuch focus on E:~conomic d€:1v€:~lopI1IE!nt and shor't-·-hH'm 

concerns, which I said now; too much distanc~1 betwe~1n 

governments and grass roots, that is decentralization; and an 

extrE!IBEdy hC::1avy weight of a sector--biased bureaucracy. I could 

hc::~ar from Mr' Lessard I s VE:H'y interesting S€:HlhHlce IIHI€:1Y used tl'l€:~ 

women for planting the treE!SIl. It is VE!Y'y good, but in fact 

what they did, they succeeded in generating the initiative from 

the women to do it, which is a different way of thinking. We 

are just catalysts in development, we from the West. l·he 
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initiative has to COmE! frOlIl thE! grass Y'oots, and the point that 

I have taken in my later years of research is to do that we 

have first have to take the situation as is, governments as 

they are, institutions as they are, increase the efficiency. 

More money is not what is necessary, it is more efficiency in 

the USE:1 of I"IIOnE:1Y; more whatever', instituU.ons like thE:1 Hon. 

Charles Caccia was recommending, is only going to achieve 

something if we have this grass root level. And to do it 

without making ripples, because ripples are going to destroy 

everything. lhe first thing to do would be to decentralize 

information, ways to, for the peasants to gather information 

relevant to their future, to their well-being. lhat·s what is 

·.included in a briE!f I sublnitted to the Commission, and I hope 

it will be taken into account. It is important. lhank you. 

My name is Hayden Burgess, 1 come from Hawaii and I am 

associated with the World Council of Indigenous People. First, 

if 1 may briefly explain the World Council. We represent 

indigE!nous peoples from the Paci·fic Areas, fY'om Noy'th AmE:1rica, 

South America, Central America and the Nordic Sami (1) areas of 

Norway, Sweden and finland. 

1 take special delight in following the most recent speaker, 

because I would like to follow in basically the same line that 

he had spoken in. And in addressing myself, first I would like 

to begin by reading just one short paragraph of a presentation 

recently made to the Working Group on Indigenous Populations, 

and this address is the indigenous peoples· view to the earth. 

We say earth is not a commodity to be bought back and forth to 

maximize profit or to be damaged for scientific exploration or 

tests. lhe earth is the foundation of indigenous peoples. It 

is the s t::1at of s piri tUcdi ty, the foun tain frolll whic h OUf' 

cultures and languages flourish. lhe earth is our historian, 
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the keeper of events and bones of our forefathers, Earth 

provides us food, medicine, shelter and clothing. It is a 

SOurCE! of our independE!l1Ce, it is our mother. We do not 

dominate her, we must harmonize with her, 

And in line with this philosophy, 1 would like to introduce a 

more basic systematic concept of the environment that 

principally comes from Hawaii. But in my experience, 1 find 

that we share it in common with many indigenous people, And 

that is that we recognize basically five elements, five 

god-elements and these are the elements of the sun, which 

stands for life, which stands for warmth; the elements of the 

wind which stands for time; the elements of the water which 

stand for change or fluidity, the element of the land which 

stands for stability and the last element, the human element, 

the who C:11E!ment. 

All five of these elements are god-elements and because we are 

all god-elements we believe that one element cannot dominate 

the other. But we have a special relationship with one another. 

And 1 think "it is important that we understand th"is 

relationship because only by understanding this relationship 

that we understand the environment is not here to serve man, 

the E!nvironrnEHlt is not l'IE)rE1 so that man can pr'olliote his 

economic growth. But instead what we need to do "is learn how 

to harmonize with one another, so that we can pool ourselves to 

a continual harmony that will go on for ever, rather than 

tryin9 to maXillliZE:1 tl'IE1 potential of thE! E)nvironITlE)nt, to 

continue to "increase manls wealth. 

So, 1 think, basically for environmentalists we have to come 

dOIJJn to this basic question: what do WE! V"if.:1W envirOnmE!nt as? 

Is it really to serve mankind? Is it to further the increase of 

lIIan IS IIlatC:H'ialistic dE!velopuIE!l1t? 10 SE!e hOIJJ long and how far' 

we can stretch the natural resources before it reaches its 

breaking point? Or are we really talking about trying to 

maintain a balance among all of these god-elements, so as to 

pE!rpe tua·te a con t"inua.l harmony among us all? 
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And I think that unless we resolve ourselves as to what 

direction we intend to go, we will continue to take the same or 

very similar pathways that we have taken all along. Viewing 

ourselves as being able to dominate these other elements, to 

serVE! only one of the ~~od,,-elements, the man,,-t::1IemE!nt and as a 

result of that we will continue to go in the direction that we 

have gone so far. I thank you for your attention. 

My name is Stuart Tastan, I am with the National Farmers 

Union, I was interested in Michael Sweatman's statements and 

earlier in the Hon, Charles Caccia's statement as former 

MinistE!r of the EnviY'OI'lIlIE!I'lt. I belieVE!, Mr Sweatman was making 

the point of the importance of narrowing the we-they gap in 

terms of the whole area of conservation and development, and by 

that I aSSUIlIE:1 that "WE!" r'E:1pr'E!sE:1I'Ited us as peopJ.E:1 rE:1presE!ntE:1d by 

governments and" tht::1Y" would be the pr'ivate St::1ctOY', tht::1 

industrial sector, 

END Of lAPE 19 - SIDE 1 

0061P/bb/28,ll,8~ 
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but there is more than one way of narrowing the gap, and 1 

understand perhaps the direction he was coming from in terms of 

needing to narrow the gap, But often times the gap can also be 

narrowed by the collusion of government and industry through 

the process of deregulation which really works against the 

intc:H'E!S ts of common pE!ople, such as us ,t:heY't:.~by creating 

anothE!r' gap r'eally, betlJ.leen t.he clspirations of people such as 

us, who have been at this forum, and the goals and objectives 

of the private governments as represented by the industrial 

sector, 

And Oftc:HI polit:icJ.ans then bE:~collle caught up in thE:1 conflict, or' 

the conty'adict"ion that th"is pOH~S for them. And I could not 

help but thinking in listening to the Han. Charles Caccia 

whether' he may have had some problE:1ms "in terms of dealing wi lh 

the gOVE:H'rHlfE:Hlt when he was a ministc.;!r in viE!w of thE:1 ver'y good 

phi los ophy that he pu t f of'I.IJar'd on the env iY'onment, and whethc:lr 

or' not. the direction in which our' CUrTE!nt. gOVE:1r'nment is 

COlIlIIl"i t t.E:1d Loway'ds fuy'thE.H' derE.~guIa tion to ac commodate and 

encouragE:1 industr'y to :inVE:1st is r'E:1ally narTow:.i.ng thE:1 If we -

theyil gap in a direct:ion \.IJhich WE! as pE!opIe do not wish to 

IlfOVE:1. 1 would appr'E!c:iate cOlflments fr'om E:dthE:1r' Mr' SWE:1atman or' 

Mr Ca c cia 01" bo th , Thank you. 

006~P/bb/30, 11.81 
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I think 1 would like to listen to the lady over there. 

I would like to continue the thing that you talked about, about 

coming down to the basic question. 1 would like to talk about 

envi.Y'orJmentaJ. law i.n Li.ght of the fact that environmental 

awareness is only just emerging between public and political 

depay·trnE:~nts . 

One of the pr'obhHfls ldE:~ havE:~, in my countr'y .-. 1 COllie fr'om 

Oenrnar'k, is ·that the enviY'onrnentalists have the problE\1II that 

they are often accused by industry of being envious, that we 

are just using the environmental pr'oblerns to limit the more 

successful people in their freedom of action. lhat is what 

they really want, that is what is behind their action. 

It is i:l big pr'obJ.elll foy' us, of course, becausE:~ WE:~ do not want 

to limit anybody in their freedom of action. We are a liberal 

sort of people, but we have to admit that there is a true point 

in that what you say, because that is the point that we have 

reached now. Mankind has always been very creative, they have 

been uY'ged to change things, they have been uY'ged to say: "l 

havE:~ nladE:~ this -_. you can see 1 have been there , it has changE:1d". 

But now we just have to come to l:i.urit Ulis cY't:.~ativeness, IAle 

have to limit people in their freedom of action, which is very 

unpleasant. And 1 doni t think there is no international body, 

no person who really wants to say that they have to write to 

say which kind ot pollution is legal and which is not. It will 

always be an unjusl, inobjectivE:~ way of limiting this frN~dom. 

What 1 want to do is try to make a specific suggestion on the 

basi.s of what 1. just said to thfi:1 COIlIl1l:i.ssion because ... that 

has been suggested here several times. Like, 1 think, when you 
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started the discussions and the international negotiations, you 

shouldn I t star't talking about. social SystE:!Il/S, and E!COnonJics and 

all the other kinds of areas that are related to environmental 

problems, but just go down to the environment. 

And what you could do there was to say like: for each little 

lake, for each little creek, for each litt.1e rock (one or two 

look like this) put a label on it. Ihis lake has to be 

COlllplE!tely unpolluted, this lake has to bE:1 a lakE:1 wh(;1r(;1 salmon 

can lay eggs - that is label B.lhen you can say label C, this 

lake has to be a lake where fish can be, salmon can live there; 

label D, where other fish can live; labell:::, where people can 

go swimming and so on. 

And then you could have each municipality put a label on all 

their areas in there and have a consensus on that. rhat would 

be like to going down to the environment.al basis and have that 

kind of lal:.)(::111ing sys tom allover' the face of the earth. Maybe 

it sounds like utopia, but then 1 can tell you that we did that 

in Denmark, actually. 

WE~ did it. with our' watE:!r'S, (;1Ver'y Illunicipcdit.y has lab(;d.l(;1d all 

their waters and then when they have that basis they can start 

putt.ing people in jailor telling people what they canlt do and 

can do and things like that. And also when somebody pollutes 

water, which is not allowed, t.he state helps thenl, the st.ate 

would help that industry get a cleaning sort of facility. 80 

it is not the polluter pays system but it. is like a co~non 

inter'est, because it is common future. 

to say. lhiHlk you . 

Ihat is what I wanted 

. , hank you ["Ir' Chainllan, My nalTl(;1 is Roots t r'om the depar'trn(;1nt of 

Environment in ot:tawa. r would like to draw the attention of 

thE.~ Corrnn::i.ssion to one r'(;1CE!rlt devEdoplll(;1I'lt Ulclt has aspects both 

froln this morningls earlier discussion on legal development and 
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the later discussion on aid questions. And this is to do with 

the marine environment and the very rapid change in the marine 

political and legal scene with lhe rush lowards the declaration 

of exclusive economic zones around the coastlines of the world. 

·rhere are a 138 countries which can be considered to be coastal 

states, depending on how one judges them. Of these 103 

countries have declared an exclusive economic zone out to 200 

nautical miles or their equivalent of it in the last six 

YE!ars. And this movelflE!nl has completely aller'ed bolh the 

political scene and some questions of environmental resource 

managelllE!nt scene in the world as a wholE!. 

Some of these states have declared the zones under the general 

framework of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the 

SE:1a which was ITIE:HltionE:1d eal"lic"H'. SOIl/E:1 have chosen not to do so 

and therefore there are some different rules being applied as 

to how the resources would be managed, who is responsible or 

able to look at the collecting of information, the sharing and 

l"E:1pol"ting of it. 

How this very radical change in the organization of 

responsibility for global resources will work out is yet to be 

SeE:HI. But the E:1xclusive economic zones n01A1 dE:1clar'E:1d includE:1 

more than 9~ per eel'll of the known fishery stocks of the wor'ld, 

green f isher'y stocks, and a VE:1ry lar'gE:1 propor'tion of thE:1 

exploitable minerals. Whatever is the future course of the 

responsibility for developing these areas, two questions are 

qUitE! r'eadily becoming appar'ent, which 1 think will nE!E!(:I ·to be 

takE:1n into consideration by the COil/mission. 

One is that by far the greatest proportion of the exclusive 

economic zones around the world1s coastlines now declared, are 

c.lailflE!d by countr'ies which do not have a highly sophisticated 

indigE!l'IouS marine Sd.E:HICe capacit.y then/selvE~s. 1 hE:1 second 

point it that because the main objective for declaration of 

these zones has been a mixture of both political independence 

and the hope for resources. 
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The pi c turt::1 in the new futuY'e for' i nteY'na tional e conolOi c aid 

will very likely be turned very strongly towards marine 

qUC;;!S tions, IJJhereas 1II0St: of the internationcl1 aid capacity of 

the donor countries has been structured on terrestrial 

questions. 1 think both of these questions, Mr Chairman, 

des€:1rve sE!r'ious consider'ation by th€:1 Commission. 

Mar'CE!l Fr'ent::1 tte .... _-----_._--

My name is Marcel Frenette, Professor at Laval University. My 

speciality is mainly related to problems of erosion, 

sedimentation and river engineering. As it has been mentioned 

since the beginning, Mr Chairman, alI over the world and mainly 

in the "hird World countries, land abuse, agricultural 

deforestation, desertification and water scarcity problems are 

all closely tied to poverty, needs and population pressures. 

Much of the environmental degradation in the world is the 

result of the disparate search of the human beings for basic 

needs, which lIIeans wa tE!Y', food, and enE!r'gy. (.)lso, considering 

the fact that the world population is increasing, one must 

consider the fact that the problems wil1 also increase if 

nothing is done. 

Widespread EH;OnOIlJJ.C pr'obl€:HIIS and €:HlvironlTl€:Hltal pr'oblenrs have 

bElen presE!nted and identified to the COHlInission by many others, 

also thej.r €:1ffE!ct on th€:1 environmental and ecosyst€:lIT1s of 

rivers, lakes, reservoirs, estuaries and seas. Soil erosion, 

the sing1€:1 most illlporb.'Hlt factor' in such d€:1gr'adation is a 

natural and ongoing process which increases continually with 

time and affects progressively the ecosystems and the 

environment at unacceptable levels. 

In this regard, Mr Chairman, 1 would like to forward two 

recommendations. "hat is one step forward of what the Hon. l'om 

McMillan, Canadian Minister of Environment, made yesterday to 

the COllmlission. Let HIE! reca11 those two rE!COrlllllendations. He 

mentioned that the Commission propose a mechanism by which the 
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countries around the world could in prominence share their 

knowledge of the planet, establish guidelines and thus solve 

the problems. Here I am speaking about the problems of erosion. 

Also that the Commission has to put an international 

organization in place with the responsibility to deFine a 

mulU.disd.plinary appr>oc~ch for the pr>€:~par>aU.on of provision and 

scenar'io. In this l"E!9<'5lrd I 1JJ0uld 1il<e to reCOITllllend strongly a 

world soul (?) conservation strategy, which could initiate a 

progralllHlE! to help E!S tablis h healthy community environmE!nt 

consistent with the global needs of conservation and 

development to an international sedimentological decade, for 

instance 1989-1999. 

ComplE:Hnent a lTIultidisc::i.plinar'y support of naU.onal and 

international research programmes that would bridge the gaps 

b€:~tween all th€:~ or'ganizations, whatever it is, gov€:~rnlll€:H1ts, 

agencies, professional agencies, scientific organizations and 

others could be come aware and participate in projects that 

start off with the lJJorld in mind. 

And also ..... my second r'~:!colmn€:HldaU.on, rVir' Chairman - this, ], 

believe. should be under the sponsorship of the United Nations 

and since the UNESCO about two years ago has founded a new 

Research Centre called the International Research and training 

Centre on Erosion and Sedimentation. regrouping many 

specialists in the problem of erosion and sedimentation. - may 

], mention the fact that the headquarters of that Centre is in 

l:Jeij i ng. Chi na. and I alii a membE!Y' of tha t Centre - to ask thi s 

Centre to initiate the planning and strategic organization for 

such a decade in order' to make global rC::1comlflE!I,dations foy' 

action to the Commission b€:dore the €:Hld of its llIandatc:~. Thank 

you Mr' Chair'man. 
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Fin Le.D.9..§!. 

Mr Chairman, Ladies and Genllemen, my name is Fin Lenge from 

Greenland, I represent the Inner Circumpolar Conference 

Envir'oI'llTlE:Hltf.l1 Corrmrission. ThE:1 ICCEC is a tr'ansnational 

organiLation representing the native aboriginal people of 

Alaska, Canada and Greenland and it is an UN NGO. 

I was very pleased to listen to the Vice President of the World 

Groups of Indigenous Peoples a little while ago and the 

gentleman just before him stressed that there is entirely too 

much of a distance between the governments and the grassroots, 

01" thE! moss l"OOts of the tundra, if you wish. InitiativE:1 has 

to come from the grass roots we heard. 

Yes - ,here exists on all five continents groups of people who 

do live in harmony with t.he natur'al r'E:1S0UrCE:1S. "' hE:1Y ar'E,! thE:] 

Fourth World people, we all know them. "'"he Inuard of the 

Arctic, and Indians of the Americas, lhe Sami of Norway and 

Sweden, the Maori of New Zealand, the aboriginals of Australia, 

etc, elc. lhese people are by and large innocent. Innocent of 

thi s (;~ppa1Iing 1 is t of negl igence and c rillIE!S agains t the 

environmenl which this assembly can pullout of the sleeve in a 

matter' of a few rninutE!s. i"loy'e than that, they do rE!prE:!sent an 

invaluable treasury ot knowledge accumulated over milleniums 

about how to deal with nature, how to harvest its resources 

without lhreatening its balance and its future reproductivity. 

Industrialized society which is so busy destroying our world 

whilE! pulling out SOllie short-ter'm pr'ofit, they haVE:] a lot to 

learn from the I-ourth World peoples if Uris same indus l:Y'ialized 

SOCiE!t.y wouJ.d only shOl,v a littlE! more hUllrility. My ti.ITIE:! is 

ultra shoY't, 1 know, so 1111 makc:.~ this intE!rvE!ntion very short 

and go straight to the point.. 

1 want to make an appeal to this good assembly, to everybody 

laking part in this meeting to heJ.p reversing the ways in which 

dominant societies are tY'E!ating their aboriginal population 
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groups . ~:)top reprE! s s -:i ng thE!lfI, he 1 p s top lTd nori ty g eno c ide, 

because it takes place here and there. Please donlt forget 
that it is -:incumbent on all of us to save not only the ra-:in 

forests but also people living in the rain forests. After all, 

they are mE!n and women cHld ch-:ildl"(Hl likE! all the rest of us. 

And they are in this very moment being liquidated in the 

rainforE!s ts E!nviY'onmE!nt:c."'.II degradat-:ion process. 

Please help us reverse the trend, please help make the 

government €.~stablishments which Inany of you do rE!prE!Senl:, 

governnlent establishments around the world understand that the 

aboriginal loinorities are entitled to respect in their own 

right. and that they do have something to offer; that there is 

no senSE! 'in carnpaign'inq for harmony be tweE!l'l man and natul"e 

whilE! at thE:1 SarnE:1 time dE:1StY'Oyj.rlg of thE:1 only specimE:1)'ls of homo 

sapiens who actually do live out this harmony. rhe work for 

harnronJzation bf:1tween E!nvir'onl1lf:1nt: i:-'lnd dE!VE:dopment cannot bE:1 

conducted w'ithout takinq the fourth world people into the 
pr'oce s s . U. s hm to thE:11l1, 

'in the dec-:ision process. 
give them an opportunity to take part 

lhank you Mr' Chair'lrlan. 

I think we have really passed the time. and maybe, 1111 just 

give one chance to the lady over there and then we will go for 

lunch. and 1 would like to draw your attention to the fact that 

we will have a very irnpol"tant meeting this aftf:1rnOOn because we 

are going to discuss the role of youth and education in the 

process of development and the protection of the environment. 

So we would like to see everybody participating in that debate. 

I work with Pollution Probe Foundation. As many of you know 

there's many a great efforts on the part of multilateral, 

bilateral aid agencies to develop environmental policies to 
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guidE! theil~ activitiE!s. And as also many of you know ther'e 

have been a number of projects associated or carried out by 

these same agencies that have been associated with negative 

environmental consequences. And it seems to indicate that 

while there is an environmental policy there is a gap between 

having a policy and the desired results, and that is because 

l:he policy is not intE!~~r'atE!d into the acl:ivil:ies and progr'ammes 

of those agencies. 

Now, 1 would like to link this to something that Commissioner 

Salim and Mrlhacher were pointing to and that is the need to 

J.ntegr'atE:1 EHlvir'onment. and development within nat.ions, I..\dth:i.n 

countries, and one of thc:~ mos t: obvious HlE!chanisllls for' doing 

this seems t.o me for countries to development national 

envirOnlllE!I'"ltal policiE!S, a national environmE!ntal policy for a 

part.icular country and that t.his is very similar to the idea 

that was proposed by our Scandinavian NG01s when they proposed 

an C:Hlvironlllent.al forr:d.gn policy. 

What we are proposing here is an c:~nvirol'llllental national 

policy. And that this national policy be a framework within 

which policies for each of the government agencies could be 

develop and integrated so that a ministry for industrial 

regional expansion for' example has an E!nvironlllE!I'"ltal policy and 

its activities and programmes reflect that. Because, as we 

see. environment and development will never really be 

integrated as long as we keep having the model that we have as 

our own Minister described so appropriately. where one minister 

of environrnE~nt. or' env::i.r'o/,IIf1r:~ntaJ officr:H' of a devr:~lopment 

agency. plays the role of a traffic policeman blowing the 

whistle on each of his colleagues or departments. 'rhat1s it. 

We adjourn the meeting, and 1 hope to see you all at 2.30. 

Morning Session Adjourned 
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